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INTRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
Tourism i5 relatively a madern term. It is distinguish-
able by its mass character from travel undertaken from 
the past. The mass movement of people annually from 
their leisure location to another country for temporary 
stay for a few days or weeks is a phenomenon very large-
ly of recent origin. Although annual migration of 
people began rather more than a century ago, but the 
present day eiiodus especially in relation to interna-
tional tourists 15 essentially a post World War II 
Phenomenon. The period between the two world wars can 
also be associated with the greab movement of people for 
the purposes of tourism as a result of development of 
various modes of transport especially the motor aar and 
the aeroplane. The encouraging trends however received 
a setbact as the Second World War interred. Tourism is 
sensitive to World economic and political conditions. 
It can occur on a large scale where the great majority 
of people enjoy some prosperity and security. Tourism 
and holiday mat ing on global as well as national scale 
is a manifestation of prosperity and peace. Many coun-
tries having higher living standards has made a number 
of people there to set aside a proportion of their 
incomes of holidays and recreation. 
o 
Tourism is a basic and most desirable human activit> 
deserving the praise and encouragement of all the people 
and all governments. Tourism is an industry concerned 
with attracting people to a destination transporting, 
housing, feeding and entertaining them upon their arriv-
al and return. 
It IS the second largest industry in the world after oil 
industry. Tourism is probably rare instance an industry 
earning foreign eitchange without exporting national 
wealth and further it is the only smokeless industry 
that can generate sizable foreign exchange. A quarter 
of a century ago, travel was the privilege of few rich, 
affluent and adventurous people. But now, with the rise 
in the standard of living of people in several developed 
and developing countries along with fast technological 
revolution in transportation industry overseas holidays 
are within the reach of middle and working class. 
Travel today is sold like any other normal consumer 
product through retail outlets, wholesalers and even 
departmental stores of many countries. People with 
small income are taking overseas travel holidays. 
In addition to a leisure time activity, tourism has 
many facets- cultural tourism, health tourism, sports 
tourism, conference and conventional tourism, reli-
gious toLirism kite. 
Tourism is not only an economic activity of importance 
to national development, but also an important medium 
of cultural exchange among nations of the world. Re-
cently lot of emphasis has been laid on the economic 
role of tourism its contribution to foreign exchange 
earnings of the nation and potential for greater employ-
ment. It is time to understand the importance of tour-
ism as a means of social education and mobilization in 
the country itself, as a force for forecasting better 
understanding amongst the nations of the World for 
developing closer cultural and business relations and a 
significant factor, contributing to world Peace. 
The full impact of tourism on the national economy is 
just not through expenditure on the front line tourist 
trade. It embraces all those industries which have been 
called upon at various stages of process to supply goods 
and services. The output produced by the industries 
which Are outside and direct tourism sector are in very 
real sense due to the needs of the tourist who spends 
the money in the first place. 
According to Richards, there are two sets of lints 
between tourist spending and the economy. Firstly, the 
broad consumption items which have a direct effect. 
These relate to the actual e;;penditure involved on 
tourism e.g. transport, accommodation, food and drints, 
shopping services etc. Secondly the linls between the 
trades directly involved in tourism and those trades and 
industries which supply the tourist trade with goods 
and services. 
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It was in view of its importance to socio-economic and 
cultural advancement of the country that it was selected 
as a topic for M.Phil degree. The area selected for 
special consideration i.e. Rajasthan is one of the most 
fascinating states of India with respect to culture, 
settlements, tradition as far as the dress food habits 
and human and economic activities are concerned. It is 
a queer example of natural beauty and long history. The 
state is endowed with rich cultural heritage, architec-
ture, history, divinity of Rajputs combined together 
to mate it a rich tourist attraction. It is a land for 
pleasure seel-ers as well as for^  those who are lool^  ing 
for solitude and tt^anqui 11 ty. Tourism needs variety and 
Rajasthan with its vast dimensions and diversities 
caters to the need and lln^ ing of all classes of tour-
ists. Rajasthan in northern India is the home of Raj-
puts, a martial race, who are intensely orthodox, and 
will fight till death for a genuine cause. They are the 
ancient aristocracy of India. 
Rajasthan is the third largest state in the Union of 
India with 3,42,440 sq.im. area and a population of 
C> 0 
43,880,640 and lies 69 30' and 76 17' east longitude. 
It 15 a bounded on the west and north-west by Pakistan. 
Its northern and North-Eastern frontier goes along the 
Punjab, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh until it touches the 
river Chambal where it turns South-Eastward for nearly 
300 ^m. The Southern boundary runs in an irregular and 
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zig-:::ag line across the central r-egion of India, sepa-
rating Rajasthan from the state of Madhya Pradesh and 
Gujarat. 
Rajasthan has always been a subject of curiosity and 
attraction for the rest of India and specially for the 
foreigners as in this region one can observe the beauti-
ful and natural amalgum of mountains, deserts and 
plains. Since it is situated near the capital city of 
India it assumes an added importance. Besides the 
scenic beauty marvellous temples, colours, palaces forts 
and other historical and archeological monuments add to 
its splendor. Various schemes have been taJen up by the 
assistance of Central Government by the State Government 
to improve the conditions of Tourism and tourists infra-
structure in the state of Rajasthan which is full of 
Tourism potential. 
From the earliest times mountains, jungles, oceans and 
deserts have always been a place of curiosity for the 
mant ind. Of all these nomadic people of the desert, the 
basis, bartbans and sand dunes have always fascinated 
the researchers and it invites the critical eyes to 
e;;plore and see the nature in the dry desert. 
Field \/^or\ and mail enquiries were restored for the 
correct information and data was collected from official 
and private agencies. 
The dissertation consist of seven chapters. All these 
Chapters have been documented, arranged, described and 
analyzed in such a manner through which an in depth 
analysis of tourism promotion can easily be made. 
The first Chapter gives an overview of leisure, recrea-
tion and tourism and what and why people are motivated 
to travel and other aspect of tourism. 
The second chapter presents a critical assessment of the 
all the available literature relating to tourism. 
The third Chapter deals with the present status and 
dimensions of tourism in India since independence and 
projects its significance for the planning and develop-
ment of the region. The group and revenue earning of 
tourism in various five years plans have also been 
g 1 ven. 
The Fourth Chapter studies the general geographical 
profile of the region which plays a basic role in deter-
mining the activities of local people. 
An attempt has been made in the fifth chapter to de-
scribe various aspects of tourism in the state e.g. 
This chapter gives a panorama of the rich culture of 
Rajasthan, its inhabitants, main industries etc. 
The 5i!;th chapter presents some sample studies of the 
centers of vital tourist importance in the state. 
The seventh or the last chapter gives the conclusion and 
same suggestions. 
CHAPTER 
ONE 
TOURISM : AN OVERVIEW 
1.0 LEISURE AND RECREATION 
The explosion of leisure activities during 1960's and 
rapid growth of the use of countryside for recreation 
sparked an academic interest that closely paralleled the 
practical concern of planners with the phenomenon. It 
led to several papers and notes from many geographers in 
196u's and 1970's. 
Since 1975 however, a number of changes have tended to 
stifle this interest or change its direction. The 
rising cost of fuel and the periodic threat to the 
continuity of supples br^ought a slackening in the growth 
of countryside recreation and deepened recession and 
rising unemployment focussed the attention of planners 
and politicians or more basic issues of the work, 
housing and social deprivation. Academically, there 
was a growing recognition of the importance of leisure, 
but more because of its social implications than because 
of the spatial patterns of leisure activities and the 
use of land and water resources for recreation. This 
changing emphasis argued for the need to involve a much 
wider range of disciplines and to strengthen the worl- of 
isolated pioneers in the fields of sociology, social 
psychology, economics and education. 
better^ understanding of people s motivations, percep-
tions and satisfactions in the leisure fields has not, 
however, lessened the importance of a clean understand-
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ing of the resulting patterns of activity and the com-
plex demands on land and water resources that they 
generate. 
Many people suffer a lingering feeling that leisure is 
something of a lu;;ury. As an escape from commendable 
pursuit of earning a living and making a contribution to 
the national economy, leisure seems tainted when carried 
to the e;;cess it is called idleness. Leisure is as much 
a part of life as wort and it plays an equally important 
part in mans development and the quality of his life. 
Precisely separating leisure from the rest of life, 
fr^ om wari and other" activities where individuals have 
little choice, becomes difficult when our moves from 
abstract concepts to real cases. Hence the impossibili-
ty of giving e;;act answers to the questions of how much 
leisure people have, and by how much it has grown. 
These difficulties, however fall into insignificance 
when we try to lool- inside leisure and distinguish among 
its many uses. 
The actual meaning of recreation is hard to describe 
because it is applied to a great variety of activities. 
Recreation is commonly referred to a type of experience, 
a specific form of activity, an attitude, an integral 
part of life or as a field of work. 
It IS generally considered as the antitheses of wort. 
Many people find recreation in then work for example. 
Thomas A. Edison gave himself so completely to creative 
worl' in his laboratory that he f£?lt no need for recrea-
tion outside his worJ ing hours. As a rule, however, 
recreation is a leisure time activity and for most of 
the people the opportunities for it are largely confined 
to their leisure time. 
The word 'Recreation is sometimes used to describe the 
activities of young people and adults, which is differ-
entiated from the play of young children. Joseph Lee 
defines play for adults as recreation, the renewal of 
life and for children as creative, gaining of life. But 
Dr. John A. Finley has pointed out that the word 'recre-
ation' IS broad enough to include play in its very 
expression also many activities like music, drama, 
craft and especially creative activities can be an 
enrichment for life. 
There are great varieties of activities which can be 
considered under "recreation". An activity which is 
recreation for one individual may be drudgery for anoth-
er. Further more recreation varies according to the age, 
interests and desires of the individual. In some cases 
it consists of active participation and in other quiet 
relaxation, listening or watching liJ-^e education, it is 
for the people of every country and every age. The 
range of activities which people enjoy doing during 
leisure time are endless. 
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Essential Characteristics 
There are numerous varieties of activities which may be 
considered as recreation but it is true that these 
activities have certain characteristics. 
1. A person has freedom to desire and choose the activ 
ity with out any type of compulsion other than the urge 
within. 
2. The activity brincjs immediate and direct satisfaction 
to the individual. 
Thus we can say recreation is an activity that is satis-
fying and 13 engaged for its own sake. The individuals 
find opportunities for self e-pression and from it he 
derives relaxation or pleasure. 
Importance of Recreation 
From the early times recreation like wort, love and 
worship has been a form of human activity. Festivals, 
music, dances and games have always been a part of life. 
But during the past few decades, recreation in its 
various forms has expanded to an unprecedented degree. 
Therefore, the questions arise as to why has man always 
sought recreation and why is he demanding it so insist-
ently today "• What Are the factors which have given 
rise to the widespread recognition of the need and 
importance in modern life. They are as follows :-
1. Recreation and the individual 
a) Happiness 
b) Satisfaction 
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c) Character 
d) Health 
e) Social conditions 
2. Recreation and other community forces 
a) Preventive farces 
(i) Juvenile deliquency 
(ii) Safety and accidents 
b) Moral 
c) Democracy 
d) Economy 
3. Recreation and Modern Social Forces 
a) Growth of Cities 
b) Changing Home Conditions 
c) Speed of Modern living 
d) Increasing leisure 
e) Unemployment 
f) Specialization and Mechanization in Industry. 
g) Growing F'opulation 
h) Other factors. 
Recreation is a fundamental and universal human need. 
In all ages people found a medium for e>.;pres5ing their 
desires and wants thus assuming the form of recreation. 
Play e;;pre5sion5 the biological urge and the maturing 
experience of the child and helps in his growth. Its 
increases his activity and energy and demands more time 
of leisure. As John Dewey has pointed out two impulses 
of youth, one towards activity and the other towards 
1 0 
BOiTie ^  ind of collective association. 
During the last decade, rapid changes have tat en place 
in our social, industrial, economical and political 
life, magnifying the importance of recreation and great-
ly effecting the recreational life of the people. 
Recreation has now been accepted as a major force in 
social well being. It tafes its place with education, 
health, religion and work as an essential process mold-
ing individual personality and creating abundant commu-
nity living. It does not function in a water-tight 
compartment but it is closely related to other phases of 
life. 
1.1 MOTIVATION FOR TRAVEL 
A motive can be defined as a persons basic predisposition 
io r^ each for or to strive towards general class of 
goals. Motivated striving may be based upon biological 
needs and desires acquired through an extended period of 
past experiences. Attitude, on the other hand is more 
c ircumscf^ibed. It can be conceived of an inner factor 
predisposing one to react positively or negatively 
towards particular objects, acts or institutions. A 
persons disposition or attitude towards an object is 
litely to depend upon (a) the basic motives with which 
the object is associated (b) the degree to which the 
object IS perceived as instt^umental for satisfying or 
blocf ing those motives. 
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A study of tourist psychology and motivation reveals 
that individuals normally travel for more than one 
reason for majority of people tourism in an outcome of 
combination of motivations. On the other hand, some are 
simply urged to ta^e a holiday. Those who can afford 
the time and money can frequently go for winter sports 
or go on a sight seeing spree. The basic travel motiva-
tors may be grouped into four categories:.PA 
i) Physical Motivators are related to physical relaxa-
tion and rest, sporting activities and specific medical 
treatment; all are connected with individuals bodily 
h y a 1 t h . 
ii) Cultural Motivators are connected with the individ-
uals desires to travel in order to learn about other 
countries and their people, their cultural heritage 
e;;pres5ed in art, music, literature, folk lure etc. 
ill) Interpersonal Motivators are related with the 
desit-e to visit relatives or^  friends, or to escape from 
one's family, wort mate or neighbours, or to meet new 
people and forge new friendships or simply to escape 
from the routine of everyday life. 
iv) Status and prestige Motivators are identified with 
the need of personal esteem and personal developments. 
These are related to travel for business or professional 
interest, for the purpose of education or the pursuit of 
hobbles. 
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If these cateoories are described elaborating it is 
passible to recognize eight r^easons for people's in-
volvement in tourism. 
1. F-"or t^elaxation and t^efreshment of body and mind, 
which is becoming even more necessary in modern life 
with its speed, stress and strain. 
2. For health purpose by securing fresh air and sun-
shine, and often winter^ warmth, sometimes tat ing bath in 
medicated waters and undergoing special treatments of 
medical tind, 
3. For" active participation in a wide variety of sport-
ing activitifc?;^  buc h as wall ing, mountaineering, skiing, 
sailing, fishing, shooting, sur'fing, pony-tret k ing etc. 
4. For sheer pleasure, fun and e;!citement; the individu-
als need for" pure pleasure is very strong. Travel and 
holiday mating form a simple way of satisfying demand. 
5. For interests in "Foreign lands" especially in places 
having important histor-ical or cultural associations or 
places holding special festivals in art, drama, music, 
etc . 
6. For interpersonal reasons to visit one's relations, 
to meet new people and seet new friendships or even to 
escape for a while from one s usual associates. 
7. For spiritual purposes as, for examples, the mating 
of pilgrimages to sacred religious sites or holy places. 
3. For professional or business reasons, e.g. attending 
conventions related to the professions, industry or 
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commerce, or to some organization to which the individu-
a 1 belongs. 
After e;(amining the motivations two broad distinguisha-
ble qt'OLip of travelers emerge. 
First Qt Qnp coiiijibts of thobe who have to visit a par-
ticular place and includes businessmen and some elements 
of those who may be described as common travelers such 
as those visiting relatives and friends. The decision 
to travel when and where to go, how much to spend etc. 
IS to a greater or lesser e;;tent outside the control of 
the gr^oup of travelers. They are also less influenced 
by price or' distance factor. Particularly business 
travel is relatively price in-elastic and is not suscep-
tible to price inducements. 
Second group consists of tourists in the pure sense who 
have freedom of choice. This group decides for them-
selves whether they should app]y a part of their' income 
and their leisure time to trave>l. It is their decision 
where and when to go. The demand for this group is 
highly price-elastic, that is susceptible to price 
inducements. 
Thus it can be said that the prime motivation for people 
to engage in tourism is to be elsewhere and to escape 
from the stress and strain and the daily routine of 
life. From this basic motivation two principal and 
distinct motivations may be stipulated as dominant. 
(1) Wanderlust 
JG 
(2) Sun lu5t 
Wanderlust is the desire to exchange the known for the 
unl-nown, familiar with the unfamiliar and to go and see 
differ-ent places, people, cultures and architecture of 
famous palaces, historical monuments and their part 
associations. This also involves seeing the current 
fash ion. 
Sun lust on the other hand gesner^ ates a type of travel 
which depends on better amenities and facilities for a 
specific purpose than available in the home country. It 
15 prominent with particular activities such as sports 
and seaf^ ch of sunshine. 
Wanderlust calls for facilities geared to short stay 
visitors and for means of movement at the destinations. 
Sun lust on the other hand requires facilities for 
longer stay and for recreation. 
1.2 ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE OF T0URI5H 
The receipts from international tourism can provide a 
valuable source of earnings for many countries both 
developed as well as developing. Although tourism is 
sensitive to the level of economic activity in the 
tourist generating countries, it provides a mare stable 
earnings than primary products. The income from tourism 
has tended to increase at a higher rate then merchandise 
e;cport in a number of countries. There is now almost an 
assumed channel of financial flows from the richer 
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countries, to not so richer ones and developing ones 
r^ aising the latter s eicport earnings and rate of econom-
ic growth. Tourism is thus a most important source of 
income for manv counttMes. It is a foreign exchange 
earner-. Although the amount contributed is foreign 
currency per tourist varies greatly from one place to 
another, the importance of receipts from tourism in the' 
balance of payments and of tourist activities in the 
natural revenue has become considerable for many coun-
tries. Income from foreign tourism in the form of 
foreign exchange earnings add to the national income and 
as an invisible export may of"f-set a loss on the visible 
trading account and be of critical importance in the 
over all financial rectoning. For many small developing 
countt^ies tourism offers a reliable form of income. In 
case of some 
European countries lite Spain, Portugal, Austria, Yugo-
slavia and Greece the invisible earnings fr^ om tourism 
are of a major significance and have a very strong 
positive effect on the balance of payments. 
Social Significance of Tourism 
Social impacts of tourism can be seen on settlements, 
cultural e;;change and enrichment and social changes, 
host important and obvious effect has been on settlement 
and it has been responsible "for the creation of many 
settlements which previously did not exist. Tourism 
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growth has led to a spate of building the growth of 
second homes especial Is in rural especially in rural 
arsas has had important social repercussions. On one 
hand the demand of rural pt^operties has led to an esca-
lation in the price of cottages and has resulted in 
numerous farm worters being forced off the land simply 
because they are unable to compete in the property 
marl-et with the more affluent urban immigrants, on the 
other hand, numerous hamlets and small villages which, 
because of the drift from the land seemed destined to 
decline and settlements have had a new lease of life, 
for^  many of them properties have been improved and 
renovated and the appearance of the decaying villages 
has been transformed. 
Tourism development in a region, town or village may 
result in a conflict between the needs of tourists and 
the interest of the resident population. The larger 
influ;; of visitors to a place, the greater becomes the 
ris[ of inconvenience and reduction in amenities and 
facilities to the permanent residents Public transport 
IS crowded throughout the day, defeating all attempts 
to stagger journeys and miss t^ush-hours. Even the 
streets are more crowded and littered. 
Tourism also has cultural significance for it brings 
into contact peoples of different races, nationalities 
and bac[ grounds. Contacts of this lind may have bene-
ficial effects but they may also be socially disturbing. 
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r^ative cultures and traditional ways of life may be 
weal^  ened and even destr-oyed by the impact of tourism. 
The development of luxury tourismi in countries and areas 
where livinq 5t,?ndc*rd5 are low m^v ct^eate social unrest, 
when a toumst comes in contc-ict with the place he visits 
and its population, a social e;;chanqe takes place. His 
social taacfground affects the social structure and mode 
of life of his destination; he is in turn affected by it 
and sometimes cart^ies bact home with him new habits and 
ways of life. 
i.5 GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN TOURISM 
The basic causes of rapid growth of demand for tourism 
]n industrialized countries are economic, social and 
technoloQical in nature. Rising per capita incomes 
leading to high purchasing power has made tourism acces-
sible to majority o1 people. 
In developed countries major^ity can affot^d annual holi-
days and even second holiday for longer or shorter 
duration. In case of more affluent members of the 
society, establishment of what may be called "recrea-
tion homes" e.g. seaside flat-lets, country cottages, 
cat'avans, cruising boats etc. have become a fashion and 
a status symbol these days. Holiday camps, caravans, 
coach tours and yatching, trail riding, safari and 
archeolog ica 1 holidays arts many popular form of holi-
davS. Motor- car has increased the mobilitv and is an 
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important factor responsible for the growth of tourism. 
The social causes arB linked with new attitudes towards 
travel and leisure. Traditionally whatever was consid-
ef-ed as luKur^y is now a normal, vir^tually indispensable 
part of life and consumption pattern of all but the 
population which come under" lowest income group. The 
entire concept of pleasure travel has changed quite 
drastically. Foreign travel in the pre-war days was 
t^eserved only for more affluent and people who enjoyed 
travel for its own saie in their leisure time and who 
wer^ e content to enjoy scenery, works of art and theatre 
ill foreign places. Now the attitudes towards travel 
have changed a lot. Today a tourist has a very differ-
ent ideas about travel and comes from a background which 
has varied social desires with a restricted leisure time 
he tries to pact into it as much as it is possible 
"Democratization" of leisure pursuits is another factor 
for the growth of tourist traffic e.g. Winter Sports, 
riding, boating, yatching, surf riding, shooting etc. 
were exclusively confined for the wealthier members of 
society but today they are available for an ordinary man 
also. Today large number of people go abroad for e;;-
citement and amusement from the e!;otic activities lil-e 
mountaineering, water sViing, tret king, under water 
swimming etc. 
The impact of modet^n transport technology, especially in 
aviation field has brought about a completely new mean-
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ing to tourism. Travel to remote areas has became a 
fashion these days. During the last three decades there 
has been remartable increase in the number of long 
distance journeys undertaken by tourists. The techno-
logical developments in tr^ansport have made it possible 
for millions of people to tiavel to far-away places 
which iNiere inaccessible a few years ago. Today we can 
travel a thousand miles or more in a matter of few 
hours. The gradual evolution of the originally homoge-
neous air travel marlet into two segments :- Charters 
and Schedule air travel has greatly increased the de-
mand. The new methods of marleting like paclage tours 
has also led to the growth tourism. By preparing organ-
i;:ed holiday trips complete vjith all arrangements lil-e 
transport, accommodation, sight-seeing tours etc. and 
selling those on a large scale to the public. The 
average price per tour has been significantly reduced. 
Opening up of a new travel destination particularly in 
the developing countries, creation of new facilities to 
receive larger flow of tourists and increasing tourism 
promotion efforts by tourists service enterprises and by 
official tourist organizations have increased the tour-
ist flow. The par^ t icipation of a large number of people 
in tourism activities in highly developed 
industrialized countries is essentially a manifestation 
of prosperity. As great number of people in there 
countries enjoy high living standard and they can afford 
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to I-eep a part of their income for holidays. 
1.4 ORGANIZATION AND MEASUREMENT OF MODERN TOURISM 
Drganization is the framework within which tourism worl-s. 
It relates to the structure of the industry and is the 
function of purpose concerned with maximizing the oppor-
tunities for tourism. 
National Tourist Organization is the body responsible 
for the formulation and implementation of national 
tourist policy. The object and function of N.T.G. is to 
i-Mitiure (naKimuni posjiiblu value f r-om international tourism 
accruing to the country for its economic and social 
benefits. N.T.O. is concerned with four main things : 
administration, production, marketing and financing. 
The administration will be concerned with the personnel 
of the Organization, with the part to be played by 
tourism in the national plan, with liaison with other 
government departments, regional co-operation, legal 
problems and advisory services etc. 
The production will include the inventory and assessment 
of the country's natural attractions and the development 
and protection of these assets, the listing, assessing 
and forecasting of the country's tourism plant. Drawing 
up proper plan and establishment of close relations with 
hotel, catering and transport-sector and training of 
personnel for tourist industry etc. 
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The marteting concerns with research of principal and 
potential tourist martets, their size socio-economic 
characteristics, food and accommodation, spending power 
with sales promotion, public relations, overseas offices 
etc. and col labot^ at ion with other countries. 
The financing will involve investment of tourism in the 
country. To provide financial assistance for approved 
toutMsl pro ject-z,, to pr^ovide loans on grants for hotels, 
the provision of amenities etc. and also to encourage 
private investment into tourism project. To 5ee^ funds 
Trom international agencies such as International Ban^ 
of Reconatruc t lori and Development. 
The statistical measurement of Tourism is very essential 
as tourism can only be grasped in all its complexity and 
its multiple relations with other economic and social 
sectors. The perfect tool for measurement can only be 
by the use of statistics. Statistics can be defined as 
that branch of science which deals with the frequency of 
occurrence of different attributes of different at-
tributes. This method is specially adopted to the 
elucidation of quantitative data affected by a multi-
plicity of causes. 
The systematic measurement of tourism began not very long 
ago. The need was felt as the volume of tourist traffic 
began to reach significant proportions in the early 
years of the 20 Century. As the tourist movements 
th 
grew tremendously in the last si;; decades following the 
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fir^ st World War, their measurement became very signifi-
cant for various purposes. The ft^equency of occurrence 
of tourist movement in var^ious countries engaged the 
attention of the statisticians and the social scientists 
and they provided some indication of the volume and 
value of tourist offices. 
The other principle source of quantitative date about 
tourism were the records of individual passenger trans-
port and accommodation operators. The former giving 
numbers of travelers carried on particulars routes and 
the latter giving numbers of travelers staying in hotels 
and similar accommodation establishment. These sources 
continue to be still utilized for quantitative data 
about tourism by many countries. 
The tourist statistics is basically concerned with the 
figures of arrivals and departures, the statistics of 
tourist spendings during then stay at a destination have 
an important implication on the countries economy and 
its balance of payment. Infot^mation of the tourist 
himself for the purpose of touf^ ism marketing and devel-
opments deals with the various aspects of tourist beha-
viour and characteristics. The main categories of the 
tourist statistics are. 
(i) Volume (11) E;;penditure (iii) Characteris-
tics 
There can be various methods of measurements. However 
the principals (iiettiods as Tar as basic volume statistics 
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are concerned may be divided in 3 ways, 
(i) Enumeration at the arrival and departure points, 
(ii) Registration at hotels and other accommodation 
units. 
(ill) Sample Burveyb. 
Problems of Measurement 
McEven has said that almost all international tourists 
have three actions in common, 
(i) They cross international frontiers 
(ii) They ejrchange their own currency for foreign cur-
rency 
(ill) They send time outside their own country i.e. 
accommodation. It is possible to use these actions as 
methods for measuring international tourism. However 
None of these methods are fool proof. Each method has 
its limitations in respect of recording and enumerating 
foreign visitors. Counting foreign visitor arrivals is 
the most usual and widely adopted method. 
The tourist statistician is basically concerned with 
arrivals and departures. However there are certain 
difficulties in the matter of country and the absolute 
figures of tourists visiting almost every country tend 
to be inflated because of double counting. Another 
problem of statistical measurement in tourism arises 
from the difficulty of differentiating between tourists 
and other travelers and between them and their residents 
and worting populations. Also regarding the use of 
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transport to destinations, tourists may use public 
transport or use their own pr-ivate transport. They 
normally enter various destinations without stopping and 
often without registef^ing their" atn^ival. They do so 
1 MLroau wuj ly tivfu wfujii croaamq many nationdl frontiers. 
Tourists use a variety of accommodation ranging from 
hotels, pension apartments and guest houses to friends 
and relatives homes. They eat in the same catering 
establishments and buy items for use and other services 
from the same sources from which these are bought by 
those who are not tourists. 
Ihu'j Ihcjti ai c vat iuuia yeiiei al pt ublenib of btci11 s11 ca 1 
measurement in tourism encountered by many countries. 
l.STOURISli MARKETING 
From the times of simple barters to the present day 
comple;; mar^etlng systems, e u-hanges have been tal- inq 
place. These e;;chanqes however^ have undergone a great 
change since the advent of the industrialized societies 
first in the west and subsequently all over the world. 
In the nineteenth Lentury most of the production activi-
ty DT country was conducted in small manufacturing 
units. The marl et for the goods was limited to the? 
areas surrounding the manufacturing unit. It was rare 
that a particular product found place in other parts of 
the country. The main cause for products not finding 
wider marlets was the absence of distribution channels 
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and non-availab 1111/ OT products in sufficient quanti-
ties. The absence of quality products and the means of 
transport to carr^ y those qoods over to distant areas 
were other inhibiting factors. Large majority of people 
during Ihib period had a iinuLod purchasing power as a 
result of considerable un-employment. Market or goods 
other then the necessities oi life was rather limited. 
Only a fraction of the population could affoi-'d to in-
dulge in purchase of ooods other then the necessities of 
1 ife. 
Mass Products and the Markets. 
Introduction of inatiS production dumng the subsequent 
years in the past industrial i ::at ion period brought about 
a change. There was an increase in purchasing power of 
a large number of people. Also rapid industrial ad-
vancement placed at the disposal of the consumer a large 
variety of goods of improved quality and in abundant 
quantity from large number of competing manufacturers. 
Supply started e;(ecuting the demand. The consumers 
choice began to be limited as a r^ esult of a mass produc-
tion. This fact compelled the manufacturers to give 
greater consideration to the needs of the consumers. 
With the rapid industrial advancement, the growth of 
communication was also witnessed. The advent of mecha-
nized transport, first the railways, and later road 
transport made the physical distribution of goode possi-
ble over much wider areas. The increasing production 
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came to be disposed of over wider areas by means of 
railways and the road tr^ansport. Subsequently, the 
mass communication means 1 i 1^ e telegraphs, telephones 
and the newspapet^s greatly helped the manufacturers in 
disposing of the their goods and services. This eventu-
ally led to the adoption of a new concept i.e., the 
marketing concept by the progressive and forward looking 
manufacturing organirat ions. 
Tourism Marketing 
From the ancient times when travel was a prerogative of 
a select few who traveled in search of adventure to the 
present day mass jet travel, there have been many 
changes. The travel in ancient times was a simple 
affair and could be undertaken without utilizing the 
services of organizations like travel agents or tour 
operators. As a result tourism marketing as we know it 
today with its present techniques was not needed then. 
The type of facilities which were required by the people 
for Travel were provided to them by a handful of suppli-
ers of such services. It was the introduction of mass 
travel during the twentieth century that services of 
travel agents and other were needed. Introduction of 
air travel especially jet travel expanded the travel 
harl-ets necessitating application of marketing tech-
niques. Marl-eting in the field of tourism made its 
formal appearance only in the second half of the twenti-
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eth century. As the travel business expanded as result 
of the introduction of air travel, it become necessary 
for managers of travel to use techniques of marl-eting 
for selling the tourist product. 
Marietincj htUps to (.reafce new customers by w^ y^ of iden--
tifying their needs and then trying to satisfy these. 
Customer satisfaction becomes a crucial part of travel 
sales. The first tas^ of travel marl-eter becomes iden-
tification of the customer need in order to guide the 
development of the suitable products and services and 
the second tast is to motivate all the potential custom-
ers, through various means, to purchase those products 
and services. The objective of marteting in tourism 
can, therefore, by stated to be as attracting and 
motivating all the potential customers or users of 
tourist services to a particular destination and not to 
another. 
Tourism marteting, therefore, begins by a detailed 
assessment of the actual and potential demand and, on 
this assessment development of facilities and services 
for use by customers 'Tourist demand' can be divided 
into 'actual' and 'potential'; actual' demand repre-
sents those who actually travel to a certain tourist 
destination while potential demand is the number of 
persons who fulfill the basic elements of travel and are 
in position to travel. 
Tourist mar^etlng to a considerable e;;tent depends on 
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various martet factors. Unlike the normal consumer 
product or service, the tourist product is marketed at 
two levels :-
(1) The national or regional tourist organization will 
be engaged in a marM-eting campaign to persuade the poten-
tial tourist to visit the country or^  region for which it 
IS responsible. In v^ iew of the fragmentations of sup-
ply, the comp1imentar1ly of tourist services, the 
pr-edominance of many small and medium sized enterprises 
and importance of tourism to an economy, the official 
tourist organizations have important functions in tour-
itjm inat~teting. The official tourist origan i zat i on will 
however not sell a tourist product directly to costum-
ers. It will have two major objectives. It will seek 
to create knowledge of its country in tourist generating 
martets and persuade visitors in those markets to visit 
the country. Secondly it will seek to create an image 
of its country's tourist attr^actions in the best possi-
ble manner in touf^ ist generating countries so that the 
potential visitors are attached. 
(ii) The various individual fit^ ms providing tourist 
services can marfet their own components of the total 
tourist pr-oduct after the national toumst organization 
have launched marketing campaigns to persuade the poten-
tial tourist to visit the country or region for which it 
13 responsible. 
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The work conducted on tourism encompasBes several fields 
of specialization viz., economics, geography, planning, 
ecology etc. However, the essential aim of all types of 
research has been to e;;amine the tourist industry from 
vrw-ious vit'w points. The objectives of research were 
characteristically different consisting of resource 
evaluation and uryan i iiat ion flow analysis, socio econom 
ic impact, envit'onment consciousness and finally the 
sustainabi11ty and management of tourism. In the begin-
ning of 20th Century the stress of researchers was 
mainly to highlight the tuumst potential of various 
tourist ar-eas so that tourists may be attracted in large 
number. 
Subsequently the focus of attention got shifted to 
measure the economic gains of tourism. The phase of 
measuring economic impact continued for many years 
because of growing economic prosperity of various remote 
regions. During seventies the trend has altogether 
changed when several academicians, social scientists 
and even common masses started thint ing of negative 
effect of tourism mainly in the form of soclo-cultural 
erosion. The recent decade has observed almost 90 
per'^ cent of tourism studies devoted to Environmental 
Impact Analysis (EIA) . It has emerged through the 
concept of "Green House Effect" "Global Warming" as a 
result of tremendous use of Chloro-fluro carbons (CFCs) 
and emission of other greenhouse gases. Now the .most 
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recent thrust is increasing concern for the study of 
environmentally Sustainable tourism development. 
The evaluation of tourist potential resources especially 
the analysis of natural beauty components, mountaineer-
ing and spor^ ts activities wet^ e attempted by many schol 
Ars from India and abroad. Few among them worth men-
bioning were namely Hurst and Blac^ett (1S66) who dealt 
with the mountaineering aspects, Martin-Conway (1894) 
gave a detailed diary of an e.penditure in 1892 toe the 
mountains of north ^'a5hmlr,- Ward s (1896) and Darrah's 
(1898) accounts are meant mainly for the sportsmen. 
Other related worts were carried out by McDonnell 
(19(.)3), Daire (1916), Jyac\ (1927), East (1930), Norris 
(1932), Page (1933), Neve (1938), Kotat (1936) and Arora 
(1940), Tejvir Singh (1977) and ^aur (1980c) who have 
studied tourism potential of U.P. Himalayas. 
The ma;!imum contribution in the field of tourism was 
initially made by economists, analyzing economic aspects 
rather a spatial characteristics. Geographers were 
fir-st attracted to the study of Toui^ism only half a 
centur> ago. Early American geographers viz. Mc Murray 
(1930), and Brown (1935) saw tourist as a separate and 
significant form of land use and tended to concentrate 
on the economic aspects of tourism (Carson, 1938). 
Jones (1933) and Eilselen (1975) observed that tourism 
modified the existing landscape and gave rise to new 
urban forms. The main British contribution in early 
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period was Gilbert's (1939 and 1949) work on morpholagy 
of inland and seaside resorts. It was not until 1960 s 
in Europe and 1970 s in N. America and elsewhere that 
qeaqraphical studies of tourism started to appear fre-
quently. Some of the mc«jor" contribution on the economic 
aspects of tourism ars by; E^ urt at^ t and Medlit (1974) 
Peters (1969), Victerman (1975), Wahab (1975), Mathieson 
and Wall (19C2) and Burmeister (1977). Several other 
studies that have been devoted mainly to e;;amine the 
monitory benefits of tourism were carried out by; Hitch-
ell (1968), Carry-Lindahl (1969), Mc Intosh(1972), Blate 
and Lawlers (19/2), Heinemen (1972), Robert (1973), 
I ayastha (1973), Dasmenn (1973), Singh (1975), Manninc) 
(1982) Dube (1982), ['ayastha and Singh (1983) and thorns 
and Remeril (1907) . 
The number of other studies that have approached the 
field of tourism in differ^ent angles include the works 
of Bhatia (1985), Seth (1985), faul (1985), and Jagani 
(1973). Several significant contribution in the form of 
research articles, boot lets and boots are also made by 
T.V. Singh (1973,1975,1980,1981) and kaur (1980a,1980b, 
1985) wt^ o have wort ed extensively on Garhwal Himalayas. 
Another phase in the branch of tourism Geogr->aphy which 
remained parallel to the economic aspects and continued 
afterwards also for a longer period has been the analy-
sis of soclo-cultural impact. This theme has attracted 
more t^esearchers in developing as well as developed 
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countries. It has emerqecl only when development of 
tourism showed tendency towatds the process of "accultu-
ration", immot^ al traf f ici inQ, drucj addiction and intoK-
ication. Vat^iouE relevant studies of this nature were 
conducted mainl/ hy Young (1974), Lambir-Dimaki (1976), 
he Pheters and stronge (1974), Ritter (1983), Mahmooda 
(1982), Tage (1984), Jagari (1987) and Verma a983). 
The other side of socio-cultut^al impact has been identi-
fied as problems of language erosion, consumer culture, 
shortages of accommodation/housing, pariing and clinic 
facilities during the peak tourist season and other 
effects life inflation, juvenile delinquency and social 
cohesiveness. Attempts to assess such reflections of 
tourism were equally made by scholars of India and 
abr^oad. These include the worH^  of Medlil- (1972), White 
(1974), Greenwood(1976), Butler (1979), Singh (1980), 
Easterby (1984), Groatzbagh (1984) and kaur (1984). 
No doubt significant studies have been made by many 
scholars to analy::e the impact of tourism on environment 
but these studies were found lacking in qualification 
and analytical aspect. The environmental consequences 
of tourism have been e;,'ce5Si ve ly discussed by number of 
authors theoretically taling refuge of phrases and other 
technical words. 
Tremendous efforts are now being made in 'Sustainable 
development'. Important studies on the deforestation 
process enhanced by the tourism development were under-
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tat en by taLir(1977), Sinden and Sinden (1964), and 
Neumann (19Q3) and Lawrence n988) have related tourism 
activity with soil erosion. A major proportion of wort 
dealinq with the analysis of water quality characteris-
tics include thf sigruficant contribution made by hisra 
et. al. (1975), Zutshi and Vass (1971,72,73,78), Oadri 
and Yousuf (19/d), Vass and Zutshi (1979), Das and 
Upadhaya (1979; and Mor-gent (1985). The recr^eatlonal 
impact on wildlife has been methodically studied by 
Curry (1972), loul (1950) and Riney (1967). There is 
hardly any wort that has been done on tourism and air 
po1lution. 
In the nutshell the objective of the present study is to 
analyze and examine, in detail, the changing perspec-
tives of tour^ ism and to evolve various modes of promot-
ing tourism. The study has been confined deliberately 
to the Indian conte;;t in general and State of Rajasthan 
in particular^. The researcher believes, barring the 
limitation stated deadly the objective of the study has 
been clearly met. 
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3.0 TOURISM IN INDIA 
The achievement of Indian Government, though slow,mart a 
significant improvement in the status of tourism since 
independence. Beginning with the recommendations of the 
Sargent Committee in 1946 for establishment of a sepa-
rate organisation for development of tourist traffic, a 
separate Tourist Traffic Branch was setup in the Minis-
try of Transport in the year 1949.Later on a systematic 
Development of tourism was established in March 1 1958. 
in the hini'-jtry of Transport and Communication. A fur-
ther leap was taken on March 13,1967 when a separate 
Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation came into e;:ist-
ence. Meanwhile, as a follow up on the Jha Committee 
Report, three Public Sector Corporations - Hotel Corpo-
ration of India Limited,Indla Tourism Corpo.paration 
Limited, India Tourism Transport Undertating limited 
were established in 196^. The three were finally amalga-
mated into a unified Corporation by the name of India 
Tourism Development Corporation Limited (ITDC; on Octo-
ber Ist 1966. Today, tourism is one of the largest 
growing industries in India.It has been estimated that 
in 1980 approximately 300 million international tourist 
generated revenues of US $120 billion in the world.Of 
this India s share was a meager 800,000 international 
tourists spending about US t 500 million, a martDt 
share of about 0.J5 7. of the total tourist business. In 
fact a the global scale in 199o, the number is expected 
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to triple, with an estimated 900 million tourists. 
India s potential tor touri=jni i^ as vast as it is varied 
while the intras true ture at home is being st r-engthened, 
promotional activities are undertal-en abroad to attract 
more tourists. With a view to diversity tourists attrac-
tions, tiie Departfiient of Tourism has taken the develop-
ment of beech and mountain resorts. 
Over the years, the department has been following a two-
pr^ onged strategy or strengthening the infrastructure at 
home and improving the touri'=t image abroad, fo this, a 
third d I mt3r»'.-.i ur\ ha'.. boe:n added in the torm ot tourism 
development by giving equal weightage to domestic tourism 
along with international tourism in the central sector. 
The Government has also drawn a 10 year perspective plan 
to attract 3.5 million tourists by the end of the dec-
ade. During the si;cth plan, the outlay on tourism was 
fi;;ed at Rs 229.46 crores: Rs 72 crores by central sector 
and Rs 115.46 crores by state sector. The schemes in-
tended primarily for international tourism will be in 
the central sector and those meant for mainly for thti 
promotion of domestic tourism, in the state sector as 
laid down in the si!;th plan document. 
During 19/9,about -',64,681 tourists visited India 
against 7,47,995 during 1978. The rise was a mere 16,686 
tourists as against the rise of 1,07,573 in the previ-
ous. During 19a(.» about 8 lact s (4.67. over 1979) foreign 
tourists visited India. Ihe toreign e;;change income 
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during this year was Rs 482 crores at current prices, 
according to the annual report of Ministry of Tourism 
and Civil Aviation for 1980-81.By 1990,a target of 3.5 
million tourists has been set by the Tourism Ministry, a 
rise of 300 percent with a total earning of Rs 5000 
crores. 
However , in 1983, 13,04,976 tourists (including nation-
als of Pakistan and Bangladesh) visited India as com-
pared to 12,88,162 in 1982.The foreign exchange earnings 
from tourism were estimated at Rs 825 crores for 1983 as 
against Rs 750 crores in 1982,, 
A new approach to the planing of tourists infra-
structural facilities has been given by introducing the 
concept of travel circuits whereby facilities would be 
developed at tourists centres falling along identified 
travel circuits.With a view to attracting more 
tourists,public1ty is undertaken in major tourists 
generating markets of the world through 25 tourist 
offices located in North America,Europe,Australia,West 
Asia and East Asia.But despite all these and judging 
from the tourism growth rate during the past years,the 
hopes of 3.5 million tourists by 1990 was not achieved. 
The industries performance in attracting tourists has 
been poor. The country is yet to reach the 2 million 
mark whereas Singapore,Thai land and HongKong are racing 
towards the 2 million mark.. 
It IS a fact that India's share in world tourism is 
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negligible. Although India s history dates hac\- to 5000 
Ef.C.,with its innumerable monuments lite the Taj 
Mahal,thajuraho sculptures, Ajanta paintings, towering 
tt'mp ] e>=, varied natural bcenery including those of the 
tashmir Valley and ancient cultural traditions and art 
treasuries, yet hardl> 1"/. of those who set out from their 
nativ-e lands as tourists visit this vast and ancient 
land inhabited by 70u million people. 
Now-a-days tourism is a major and fast growing industry 
and in the modern day world it has a tremendous impact 
on the nations economy.The more the number of tourists 
viBiling this caunlr^y,the more will be foreign exchange 
earn ings. Simui taneously, airwavs whether eitternal or 
internal and railways will get increased income. The 
other benef ic'iar les are the hotel industry and the 
handicrafts.Besides,the fall out from the development of 
tourism could be phenomena] and can be extended to 
foreign relations,the growth of international trade and 
employment to millions of people. 
Tourism has been nursed and developed into highly 
expert as well as stilled industry to net substantial 
income, particularly in terms of foreign exchange not 
only by westet^ n countries lite France, Italy, Switzer-
land,Spain, Denmart, Sweden, etc. but also by several 
Asian nations lite Singapore, Hongtong, Taiwan, Japan, 
Thailand and South torea. The two island countries 
Singapore and Hongtong greatly depend on tourist trade 
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for theit" very survival. 
When 5uch small island and relative small countries can 
beast of substantial tourist traffic and attract tourist 
round the year from all parts of the world why India 
with its ai^e and history , heritage ,arts culture, 
moments V othet^  innumerable tourist attraction is so 
sadly lagginq behind. 
Therefore the Government should do its best to promote 
tourism in India by attracting the foreign tourist to 
the country in a big way .For this purpose Government 
should grant various facilities to the tourist industry 
to serve foreign tourist in a better manner. 
In fact ,the Government should also promote domestic 
tourism in a big way so that Indians also visit differ-
ent parts of their^  own country t ^now the people living 
in different states J- places. To attract the foreign 
tourist in large nos. the Government should simplify the 
customs clearance procedures ? remove red-tapism. Inor-
dinate delays at the airport frighten away foreign 
tourist who desire to visit India .It is irl-some for a 
foreigner to spend hours toqethet at the airports to qet 
customs clearsnce cheap and Tsst public transpor^t system 
from the airport to the city should be provided , so 
that the la;; 1 man should not e;.tract more money from the 
foreign tourist. 
The airlines should also help in promoting .tourism in 
the country by following the latest methods adopted by 
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the foreign airlines who give many fringe benefits to 
the tourist from affluent countries ar-'e accustomed to 
certain comforts and lu;;uries and they visit only those 
places and land-^  whore the same comfort and lu;curies are 
available since they have the financial resources, they 
would only be willing to pay the cost to get such com--
lorts , attention and importance . 
France , Italy, Singapore , Hongkong and such other 
countries which ar^ e popular choices for' tourist appreci-
ate these aspects and specially cater for them .Such is 
not the case in India . Therefore the country should 
also offer thes-ii facilities to for^ eign visitors and mate 
their stay in India as comtor^table and pleasing as 
possible . In this way lar^ ge number of for-eign tourists 
may be attr^acts to this ancient land with a glorious 
past and the country can earn huge amount of foreign 
e;;change by developing the tourist industry in the 
country. 
-•- 1 DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING 
Tourism is now recognized as an activity generating a 
number^ of social and economic benefits. It promotes 
national integration and international understanding , 
creates employment opportunities and arguments foreign 
exchange ear^nings . Tourism also gives support to local 
handicraft end cultural activities .Expenditure by 
tourist has a multiplier effect and also generates 
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considerable ta;; revenue .All these benefits are 
achieved with a relatively low level of investment. 
The total seventh year plan outlay on tourism is Rs. 
3r6.16 crores with Rs. 13&.68 gross in the central 
sector and Rs. 187.48 crores in the states 
sector^ .Besides the financial outlay , one of the land-
l^ar^  5 of the seventh plan consists in accordance with 
the status of an ' iridustry to tourism. This is lively 
to give considerable boost to the tourist business . The 
l--^ unchiny of Nation Image Puilding and marl-eting plan, 
overseas publicity, impr^ovemen ts in infrastructure, 
rela;;ation in policies and pr^ ocedut-es regardiny the 
admittance ot foreign tour^ists also appear" to be consist-
ent with the ambitious target of achieving an annual 
Growth rate of 7 percent in tourist arrivals . 
The advancement of the tour-ist organisation of India 
loosely parallels the fiscal incentives by the planning 
commission .Beginning with a non-plan outlay,the second 
five year plan saw an outlay of Rs.336.38 lakhs which 
improved to Rs.Q cror^ es in the Third plan and stands at 
Rs.326.l6 crores in the seventh plan.In the terms of 
planning , there has been a consider^ab le improvement 
from the sectoral planning of the Third plan which gave 
way to integrated planning in the fourth plan and inte-
grated area planning in the fifth and sixth plans .As a 
results of the limited but sustained efforts of the 
Gov'ernment, tourists arrivals have increased and so also 
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foreign eiichange generated through touriBm .The number 
of tourist arrivals to India have rises from 1,23095 in 
19n0 to 752,36b in 1986 . The estimated earnings from 
tourism accordinq to Reserve Dan^ of India have improved 
from R5.56.50 chore in 1973-74 to 1130 crore in 1982-83 
and 1,20(1 crore in 1983-84. E;;pre55ed as percentage of 
G.N.I-,the roreign e;;change earnings for^  the \eAr 1982-83 
was 0.78 percent. 
3.2 ORGANISATIONS FOR PROMOTION OF TOURISM 
The Department of Tourism of the Ministry of Tourism and 
Civil Aviation has both promotional and organiratlonal 
functions and worts in close co-operation with the India 
Tourism Developftient Cor-porc^ t ion . 
F'ublicity and iiiarfeting in the tourist gener-ating mar-
l-ets 13 done through a networl- of regional offices 
abroad and at home. Regional offices are functioning in 
Bombav,Calcutta,Madras and Delhi with sub -offices at 
Agra, Aurangabad , Bangalor^e, Bhubaneshwar Coch in , Guwahat i , 
Hyderabad, Imphal, Itanagar, Jaipur, I'ha.iuraho, Luctnow, 
ponaji, F-'atna, h'ortblair, Shi 1 long, Trivandrum and Vara 
ncis 1. 
India has tourists offices in New Yort , Los-Angeles, 
Chicago,Toronto, London, Geneva, F'aris, Frantfurt, 
Brussels, Stoctholm, Milan, Vienna, Kuwait, Bangtot , 
Totyo, Singapore and Sydney. In addition, Tourist, 
Promotion offices are Based at Dalla, Miami, San Fran-
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CISCO, Washington, Osat a, flelbourne, Dubai and tathman-
du. These offices abroad function under a scheme of 
close col labor-a t ion between Che Department of tourism 
and Air India for P'romotion of tourist traffic from tht? 
respective region. To teed pr'omotional material to these 
offices.Indian Embassies,Air India and the Department of 
tourism produce tourist publicity literature in English, 
German, Spanish, French, Italian, Persian,. Arabic, 
Japanese and Thai language. 
For domestic tourism literattire in Hindi is also pro-
duced. Tourist offices maintain film and photo libraries 
on subjects of tourist interest. 
ACCOMMODATION AND OTHER FACILITIES 
The Department has constructed forest lodges in the bird 
sanctuary at Bharatpur and the wild life sanctuaries at 
fararanga, Sasanqir, Jaldapari and Dandeli. The Indian 
Tourism Development Corporation is managing the forest 
lodges at Bharatpur, f-aziaranga, Sarangir and ^ anha 
f isli and those at Jaldapara and Dandeli are being run 
by the State Tourism Development Corporations.The con-
struction wort- of a forest lodge at Betla and expansion 
of the existing lodge at Ranthambore has been ta^en up. 
Facilities are also provided for" viewing wild life, 
such as boats at Bharatpur bird sanctuary, elephants at 
Paniranga, I anha and Palamari and mini-buses in some of 
the wild life sanctuaries. 
To promote youth tourist, domestic and international, IQ 
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/outh hostels have been constr^ucted in different parts 
of India which are already functioning. Nine more Youth 
hustflb are cummq up in not th ecsstern r^ egion. 
For pilgrims, a Bhat^atiya ^atrM Avas Evam Vitas Samiti 
was set up in November 1978. Vatritas are to be con-
stt^ucted at pilgrim centt^es. 
Snow skiing and water stiinq at^ e looted after by the 
Indian Institute of Skiing and hountaineering Gulmarg. 
At present, the Department or Tourism has on its ap-
proved list about 175 travel agents, 40 tour operators 
(wholesalers), 154 tourist transport operators and 425 
functioning hotels with 30,799 rooms. Approval has been 
given to 226 hotels projects with a projected capacity 
of approximately 13,119 rooms. 
To pr^omote tourist traffic regulations relating to 
currency exchange controls and customs have been liber-
alized. While visas are required by visitors from most 
countf'ies, landing permit is given to organized groups 
handled by approved travel agents, and to tourists 
tr^aveling on compassionate grounds. Concessional ticl--
ets for domestic tourists are issued by the railways for 
round-trip journeys and cir^cular tours. Special conces-
sions are given to students. 
In rail pass facilities are available for foreign tour-
ists and Indian residents abroad against payment in 
convertible currencies. The scheme Discover India for 
travel on Indian Airline Domestic services with unlimit-
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ed stopovers en route is available to all persons perma-
nently residing outside India, including Indians against 
payment in foreign e;;change. 
The Indian Railways and Rajasthan State Tourism Develop-
ment Corporation have jointly organized Palace on Wheels 
train in order^ to promote places of tout^ist interest in 
Ra]asthan. In addition, a new fully air-conditloned 
train, the Great Indian Rover, has been intr^oduced for 
promoting places of Buddhist interest. The train is 
also available for other tourist itineries. 
Indian Institute o1 Tour'ism and Travel Management 
The Indian Institute of Tout^ism and Travel t-lanagement 
was set up in January 1983 with its registered office in 
New Delhi. The travel industry and management insti-
tutes are represented on the governing body. The insti-
tute organizes seminars, worVshops on hotel management, 
restaurant management, tourism planning and a functional 
areas such as finance, marteting etc. 
Tourism Advisory Board 
In order to consider and recommend measures necessary 
for the promotion of tourist traffic to India from other 
countries and ft^ om one part of the country to the other, 
a Tourism Advisory Board has been constituted. The 
Board reviews the tourist trends and suggest appropriate 
measures. 
3.3INDIAN TOURISh DEVELOPhENT CORPORATION (ITDC) 
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Established on 1 October' 1966, India Tourism Development 
Corpoi^ation (ITDC) is one of the prime movers in the 
proqressive development ;and expansion of India s tour-
istic infrastructure. It now operates India s largest 
accommodation chain - the Ashot Group, comprising nine 
hotels in Delhi and each at Aurangabad, Bangalore, 
Hassan, Mysore, Jammu, fhajuraho, Patna, Bhubaneshwar, 
tiadurai, Udaipur, Jaipur, Calcutta and Varanasi and two 
beach resorts at hamallapuram and fovalam.lt runs 12 
travellers lodges at various tourist destinations and 
four forest lodges - one each at Sasangir, Bharatpur, 
I anha and I a::it-anga. 
ITDC has a nation-wide transport system operating from 
18 units from Guwahati and Calcutta in the east to in 
the east to Bombay and Muranqabad in the west. Its 
fleet mi;; consists of 268 Vehicles as on 1 April 1984, 
which comprises air-conditloned and deluxe coaches, 
limousines and tout ist cars. It has its own travel 
agency Ashol- Travel and Tout's. 
ITDC 5 cultural wing runs three sound and light shows at 
Sabarmati Ashram, Ahemadabad, Red Fort, Delhi and Shall-
mar Gardens, Srinagar besides organizing entertainment 
programme for its hotels. ITDC provides shopping facil-
ities to tourists through its nine duty free shops at 
Bombay, Calcuttc*, Delhi, Madras, Ti ruchi rapal ly and 
Trivendr^um and one ta;; free shop at Ashof a Hotel, New 
Delhi. 
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In pursuance of the joint venture scheme evolved by I IDC 
for setting up tourism projects in collaboration with 
the state gavernments and btate Tourism Development 
Corpot-at ions, si), projects have so far been taken up, 
one each at Guwahati, P u n , Ranchi, Bhopal, Itanagar and 
F'ond icherry . 
ITDC has taken up domestic consultancy assignments such 
as construction of Highway Tourist Comple;; at thopoli, 
conversion of Bhalini Palace into a hotel at folhapur 
landscaping design at Sasaram, Maner^ Sheriff and Vaisha-
li and construction of a hotel at Cochin. 
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TABLE I. 
Yearly foreiQn e)(chanqe earnings fr^ om Tourism 197(.)-198! 
YEAR FOREIGN EXCHANGE EARNING 
( RS. IN LACS) 
1970 39.03 
1971 40.38 
1972 48.32 
1973 67.50 
19 74 69.70 
197b 104.20 
1976 225.00 
1977 270.00 
1978 338.00 
1979 384.00 
1980 482.00 
1981 700.00 
1982 750.00 
1983 825.00 
Source - Batra ^ .L, (1990) Problems and Prospects of 
Tourism, Jaipur. 
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TABLE 'II' 
STRUCTURING TOURISM Ui INDIA 
YEAR TOURIST 
ARRIVAL 
IN INDIA 
PERCENT CHANGE 
OVER THE 
PREVIOUS YEAR 
PERCENT SHARE 
OF WORLD 
TOURIST TREFFIC 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
198U 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
280821 
300995 
34295U 
409895 
423161 
465275 
533951 
640422 
747995 
764781 
800150 
853148 
860178 
884731 
852503 
852204 
1080u5(j 
14.70 
7. 20 
13.90 
19.50 
3.20 
9. 90 
14.70 
19.90 
19.80 
2.20 
4.60 
0.60 
0.80 
2.85 
3.64 
0.35 
26.73 
0. 17 
0.17 
0.17 
0. 19 
0. 20 
0.22 
0.24 
0.26 
0.24 
0.28 
0.28 
0.30 
0. 30 
0.32 
0. 32 
0.35 
0. 40 
1. These fiQurea do not include visitors from Pat istan •'.' 
Bangladesh. 
Sour^ce : Indian Tourism Development Corporation. 
(l.T.D.C.) 
CHAPTER 
FOUR 
RAJASTHAN A 
GEOGRAPHICAL PROFILE 
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4.U HISTORY 
FvVo 5>E than is the abode of F^ lajas . It has been a place 
famous for its ^inqs and princes and their heroic deeds 
and l-inqly aTfairs. It is the state which is full of 
historical places which tells us of its grand and glori-
ous past, victorious battlements and virtuous qualities 
of its ptnnces and tings. That is why prior to inde-
pendence. The state was tnown as Rajputana as it was 
ruled by a martial community for centuries. It is one 
of the leading states in India. 
History of Rajasthan dates back to the pre-historic 
times to the Indus Valley Civilization. The Chauhans 
dominated over Rajputs from 7th century to 12th century. 
After Chauhan the power came in the hands of Guhilots of 
Mewar. All the states accepted British treaty of Subor-
dinate Alliance in 1818 as it was in the interest of the 
Frinces. It naturally left the people discontented. 
After the revolt of 1857 people united themselves under 
the leadet^ship of tiahatma Gandhi to contt^ibute to free-
dom movement with the introduction of provincial autono-
my inl935, agitation for civil liberties and political 
rights became stronger in Rajasthan. After 1947 process 
of uniting scattered states commenced. Formerly in 
1949, major states lite Bil-aner, Jaipur, Jodhpur and 
Jaisalmer joined this union making it United States of 
Greater Rajasthan. Ultimately the Present State of 
Rajasthan came into existence in 1956. 
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4.1STRUCTURE RELIEF AND DRAINAGE 
Dut'inq the F'erina Carboniferous period the western 
Rajasthan was covered by sea. The area having marine 
sediments of the later and Jur^assic periods. The sea 
possibly exteridtid over parts of L'lkanet^  and to the North 
of Rann of '^utch into Indus, the Saraswati, luni and 
some other par^ ts of Rajasthan. Geological evidence 
suggests that monsoon conditions. Aftet^  the Miocene, 
Pleistocene was a period of repeated glaciation. It is 
certain that only after the lest glacial period dessica 
tion set in western Rajasthan„ It is considered that 
the thici layer of limestone, gypsum and salts in due to 
the influence of forest vegetation and prevalence of hot 
and humid climate. The aeolien deposits belong to 
F'leistocene and recent times. It is considered that 
large amount of sand has been originated from atmosphere 
weathering of roc^y outcrop. Basically it was originat-
ed in mounteineous areas and later it was tr^ansported by 
the rivers of the ancient times. 
The region slopes, generally fr'om East to west and North 
to South. The North-East part of the region has a 
general elevation of about 300 mts. but towards the 
south the elevation is about 150 mts. There are many 
scattet^ed hillocts mart:ing the western edge of Bagar. 
The western half is covered with sand dunes and small 
h^lloc^s in between the relief. The most important 
river flowing in this region is luni which raises in the 
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At'avallis. E;;cept the South East portions rest of the 
Rajasthan plain i5 an area of inland drainage. Major 
physiographic zones can be recognized from west to east. 
1. The western most at^ ea is cohered with sand dunes 
e;;tendinq from the Great Rann or I-utch along the border 
of Pa^istan to Punjab. 
J. Ne;!t comes the Roct y, compar^at i vely dune free tract 
of Jaisalmer, Barmer, Bl^anet , The limestone, sand-
stone t^ oct 5 exposed het^ e belong to Jurassic and Eocene 
formation. To the nor-th of the Jaisalmer there are 
number of lat-es which are fed by centripetal drainage. 
3. Eastward lies the little desert' having almost the 
same features as the western most regions covered with 
dunes and merging with North or Bi^aner. 
4. In the eastermost part lies the bagar land drained by 
luni. In this part the older rocl- above the surrounding 
sandy surface. The land is highly undulated with thin 
deposition of sand. Thus it is clear from this that 
relief features in Rajasthan plain are the product of 
both fluvial and aeolien process. The aeolin process 
are more dominant in the western portion where the land 
IS covered with various types of dunes. 
Even in the semi-arid regions rocks e;;posed above the 
surface in hills bear enough evidence of wind erosion. 
The windward sides of the hills are full of small hol-
lows used by wind blow, this being subjected to weath-
et^ing. 
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4.2INDIAN DESERT PROCESS AND PATTERNS 
The Indian Desert covers an area of about 2,95,000 sq, 
tms. and i5 situated in the north-western part of the 
0 n 0 0 
country between 21 N to 31 h latitude and 69 E to 76 E 
lonqitudG. It covei-a the btate of Ra.iaathari, F'un,iab, 
Haryana and Gujarat. 
As the area receives less than lo cms r^ ainfall annually 
so it has been tat en as the demar^cation of the and 
desert. 
Desertification 
"A pac^a9e of processes which being about certain basic 
changes in a particular eco-system and convert it from a 
relatively non-desertic to a desertic terrain, it in-
volves an interplay of climate, edaphic and biotic 
factors." 
The true natural boundary of the desert is essentially 
controlled by climatic factor^s and any change in the 
existing set-up leads to the changes in the natural 
desert boundary. 
Human adaptation in the deser^ t eco-system involves the 
development of certain typical activities, which in turn 
after leads to deterioration of the conditions within 
the desert and cause desertification in the adjoining 
sem and and marginal lands. The important aspects of 
human interferences are as follows-
I Over Grazing and domestication of animals. 
II Over and Uneconomic e;;p loi tat ion of resources. 
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\xi Deforestation 
IV Uneconomic land use practices. 
Desertification at Present. 
If we assume that the pr-esent boundary of the Rajasthan 
desert was established around early centuries we should 
ha/e expected mor^ e marked aeolian and less marked fluvi-
al activities in this zone, but it is interesting to 
note that even within this limit there are two distinct 
zone of dune-formation. In the east there is a zone of 
fossilized dunes with e;<tensive natural regeneration of 
vegetation, active dunes are scarce, although forced 
cultivation of sand-dunes, and stabilized dunes are 
numef^ous, the dividing line between those two dominant 
zones of dune-formation appro,cimately correlate with the 
300 mm isohyet and the zonation perhaps suggests that 
the climatic desert boundar-y and associated aeolian 
activities are cut^f^ently shifting. Recent topographical 
surveys show that the deset't of Rajasthan has been 
spr^eading outwards in a great conve;; through Ferozpur, 
Patiala and Agra towards Aligarh at the rate of about 
half a [ilometer per year. hor the last 50 yrs it is 
fast encroaching upon the fertile land but the meteoro-
logical r^ecords a^ver the previous 70-vr5 showed no 
significant change in the rainfall, temperature, humidi-
ty and wind velocity over the desert areas. The old and 
new topographical suf^veys of the region shov-js that there 
has been an increase and decrease ot sand within the de-
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sert. The atudies reveal that :-
1.Fresh sand deposition is still oaing on in the desert. 
2. The general trend of the increase towards the U.W. in 
Punjab and Haryana and also in Jodhpur districts. 
"!.. The Cf^eep of the descr-t is strong towards the west 
I.e. in the desert itself than in the semi-arid dis-
tricts. 
4. Decr^ease of sand in an area is closely related with 
an increased sand in the neighbouring area causing 
deterioration of fertile lands. 
The desertic conditions have deteriorated further in 
rtjcent years, the possible causes may be summarized as 
follows. 
I Removal of the Vegetation Cover. 
II Unsound land and water" development policies. 
It has been estimated that dust blowing from the surface 
to a height of 3 metre on a dust stot^m day varies from 
().58 to 4020 quintal at Jodhpur and 5.11 quintal at 
Jaisalmer during nor^mal year. Only 40-60 percent of the 
area. in the a n d zone of Rajasthan is arable. The 
remaining 12 to 24 percent of land is made up either of 
dunes wind eroded surface. 
Recent geomorphic Surveys have shown that salinity has 
also spread considerably in alluvial plain due to con-
struction of a lar^ge number of tanks along prior chan-
nels. It IS estimated that the area covered by Saline 
water ir^rigation is nearly 0.4 million hectare and the 
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continued use oT these water's renders the soil Saline or 
Salinesodic and as a result of irrational land use 
practices, the compact stabilised sand over the inter-
dunal and dune land gets destablised and carried by the 
str^ ong wind elsewhere. In the recent study on deserti-
fication conducted by CAZRl has pointed out that about 
9290 Va\B or 43. U per^ cent of the wester^ n Rajasthan has 
already been affected by the processes of desertifica-
tion, 76.15 percent of the ar^ ea has been categorized as 
highly to moderately and slightly vulnerable to the 
various process of desertification. 
GeomorpholoQV of the Rajasthan Desert. 
"Ihe Rajasthan desert have evolved through long period of 
sub-aerial degradation and aggradation, interrupted by 
short periods of tectonic activities. The major exist-
ing landiness or land form have resulted owing to the 
climate-morphogenetic processes operating during the 
late quantenary period, the vast alluvial plains were 
formed by the well-integrated drainage systems in the 
pleistocene period and they form the baci--bone of the 
region. 
The sand dunes, sandy plains and inland basins were 
created by intense aeolian activities during the pro-
longed and phase of the pre-Holocene period. The 
renewed aeolian activities of the late Holocene period 
created active Barthans and Shrub Coppice sand dunes and 
sand sheets on the existing landform of the Region. 
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In the recent years the increasing biotic activities 
have also become important in sculpturing the land 
forms. 
Tat inq into consideration all the geomorphological 
factors, such as evolutionary histot^ y of the landtorms, 
their slopes and forms characte-t^  ist ics, nature, size and 
depth sediments and associatejd hazards the Rajasthan 
Desert has been divided into 14 Major land form Units. 
1) Hills 
ii) Piedmont plains 
III) Rod y or Gravelly F'ledmont 
IV) Flat buried Piedmont 
v) Sandy Undulating buried piedmonts 
vi) Flat Aggraded older alluvial plains 
vii) Saline flat aggraded older alluvial plains 
viii) Sandy undulating aggraded older alluvial plains 
i;;) Sand dunes 
;() Flat interduranal plains 
xi) Sandy undulating inter-dunal plain 
;< 11) Shallow Saline depressions 
;(111) Graded River Beds. 
xiv) Younger alluvial plains. 
Settlement 
The aridity and sand form the? natural setting of the 
Indian desert which is economically and culturally a 
poor region compared to other parts of India. Through-
out its history it is suffered innumerable political 
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vicissitudes and famines and droughts. Like other desert 
regions, it affords the best example of man-environment 
relationship. The region reflects in its many present 
population and settlement characteristics, the economy 
and development. The regional distribution of rural 
settlement is basically controlled by the supply of 
water and the extent of land available for cultivation. 
The Urban settlements are few and most of them are small 
in size and in their origin they owe much to the feudal 
political set-up of the recent past. However, the 
economic base of the Urban centre is no sound. 
Thpi^ o rire about 6B Urban Gentries and about 9,9000 vil-
lages, 22 districts. The She^hawatl and Luni Basin have 
concentration of large to medium size villages. 
The Thar region have highly dispensed pattern of Settle-
ment. The Urban Centres are uneven in their distribu-
tion. The Ut^ ban landscape is dominated by small to 
medium size centres. 
Natural Setting of Rajasthan Desert 
The Aravallis 
The Rajasthan part of Indian desert covers a total area 
0 
of 342,274 sq. ^m between the latitudes of 24 40 and 
<;> 0 0 
30 12,N and longitude of 69 31' and 67 E. Its physical 
features are dominated by the Aravallis which straddle 
across the plains like a curved scimitar. 
The Aravalli hills intersect Rajasthan from end, in a 
running from Delhi to Plains of Gujrat, a distance of 692 
ni 
^ m. The South-Western e;;tremit/ of the range in close 
to Mt. Abu while its north-eastern and almost terminate 
near fhetri (Jhun Jhuni district) the loftiest and most 
clearly defined section of Atavallis from an Unbr^oten 
range. The At^avllis is not only marH s the whole 
Rajasthani into two nahita divisions (about 3/Sth of 
Rajasthan lying N.W. of the Arvallis and 2/5th on the 
S.E) but also influences the climate. It contains one 
ot the watershed o1 India and also acts as a chect 
against the spread of sand from the west. However, 
there are some gaps in the Aravallis at Shamber lal-e and 
ejiut of bilar dnci thu dunvjH t« tend for several Im over 
the eastern plain, right up to the Jaipur city. 
Western Rajasthan 
There are two main natural divisions of Rajasthan. 
Northwest of Afn-^avalis is a wide e;.pense of wind blown 
sand. It IS sparsely populated, the reason is sandy, 
poorly watered and sterile. The eastern part of the 
region is t nown as tiarwar, the western part is a desert, 
the Thar, a land of sand is. Though the nature has not 
blessed Marwar with a fertile soil get its stretegic 
position has enabled it to play an imprtant role in the 
history of India. 
The Thar is a disolute plain of dry clay, pebbles and 
occasional rod out-crops. Slowly merging into a zone 
of sand dune covered with their patches of prlc^ ly grass 
and other xerophytic plant and yet even this desert is 
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not quite barren Tor there Are occasional valleys lite 
those of Jaisalmer, Bitaner, tolayat, Phalodi etc. 
Weils, hundreds oT metres deep, reach water strata to 
supply water for the needs of camel breeders. 
The people of the border district Barmer, Jaisalmer, 
Bitanet" ?' parts of Ganganagar have to face the dreary 
life of the desert. Except for parts of Ganqanaqar 
there is no flowing in the whole of this region, Bajra t' 
Jawar are the main crop of this region. 
The landscape would be crudly monstrous. One can travel 
a hundred l-ms and not see any sign of vegetation. Only 
thp h-Ardv Saw^n qt^ s^s darps raise its head and it is the 
most prized of nature's Gift. All the animals feed on 
the Grass. Without the Camels and this grass Rajasthan 
desert would be as dead as sands. 
Sand-dunes From a peculiar features of the desert land-
scape, frequently rising to the heighty of 90 mts. 
Bitaner, Jaiselmer and Jodhpur Are important cities of 
western Rajasthan. 
South-Eastern Rajasthan 
The second main natural division of Rajasthan, South 
east of the Aravallis, contain the higher and more 
fertile regions. In contrast to the sandy plains of 
Western Rajasthan, this region has a very diversified 
character. It has an e),tensive hill ranges and there 
are also long stretches of rodey wood and woodland. It 
IS watered by number of rivers. In many parts of this 
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region there are wide valleys, fertile table tands and 
great breath of e„cellent soil. Behind the well-defined 
and loftiest section of the Atavallis lies hewardJdai-
pur) the heat't of Kajasthan. 
The South-east Rajasthan is watered by the drainage of 
Vindhyas, carried north-eastward by the Banes and Cham-
bers rivers. 
Sand dunes 
Sand dunes are the most spectacular land-forms or the 
Rajasthan desert and covers 58 percent of the total 
desert area. 
Dc'fl»:»tion may bp considered as the dominant process of 
wind after the erosion cycle in the desert has reached 
maturity. The wind sweeps unhindered vast expanse of the 
deset^t. It piles up dunes and whips up ergs. Within an 
ef q the sand is only shifted bacl- and forth either 
because of the moistut^e in the sub-soil which ma^e3 it 
stable or the sand is only transferred within a limited 
circle because of shifting winds. When the wind is able 
to ei'port dust to region outside the desert territories 
and deposit it where it accumulates and ta^es a huge 
sine, it 15 called loen. The depositional wort of the 
winds thus relates to 2 chat^acteristics forms- The five 
dust particles are deposited in big masses or sheet 
tnown as loess while the coarser particles are deposited 
in hi 1 loots tnown as sand dunes. 
As a matter or fact deposition starts when the Tor^ ce of 
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winds declines on some sort oT obstruction is there. 
The Sand particles are cacried by it and begins to 
settle down at the bottom of that obstruction, 
in Kajaathan si,( typei of band dunes are recognized viz. 
obstacle, parabolic and coelesed parabolic, longitudinal 
transverse barchans and Shrubs-coppice. 
The longitudinal dunes occLirs mainly in Jodhpur and in 
western and souther^n part of the Jaisalmer district. 
The transverse dunes are those which formed perpendicu-
lar to the direction of the wind, their shape is asym-
metrical and the gentler slope is on the windward side, 
on the leeward faide there is usually a hollow or concav 
ity. If the quantity oT sand is less and the wind force 
i3 moderate, sicl le shaped o\^ crescentric sand dunes 
at^ e formed. These at^ e known as barchans, more common 
are desert borders and migratory in charter". 
The transverse dunes ar^ e mainly concentrated in the 
western part of Bitaner district and Jodhpur etc. 
4.3CLIhATE AND VEGETATION 
The climate of Rajasthan is characterized by e!(tremely 
high range of temperature and aridity although sharing 
the characteristics of monsoonal variations through out 
the year. It is the hottest region of India with annual 
(J 
range of temperatui^e 14-17 C. The temperature sometimes 
(J 
falls below 2.8 C at Ganganagar. The diurnal range is 
almost as much as the annual r^ ange. The temperature 
begins to rise sharply from march and reaches maximum 
GG 
point in May and June and remains quite high till Octo-
ber. The Capital Var^iation 15 equally appreciable. The 
highest mean relative humidity is found in the wet 
monthB of thu yt?cjr from July to September where it 
varies from 55-707.. However it is lower from harch to 
May about 35-40'/.. Dust stor^ ms are common which brings 
down the temperature suddenly and causes occasional 
showers. The rainfall is very low, highly erratic and 
variabJe, seasonally as well as yearly throughout the 
region. Rainfall decreases ft^ om east to west. Most of 
the rain occurs in July and August in short and stormy 
showers with r^elativoly high intensity. 
The whole of this region is sandy and at place bare 
rocts are eicposed. Vegetational cover is very thin and 
a few small trees can be observed here and there. Large 
area is cover^ ed by shrubs having thorny and stunted 
growth lite Acacia and Babul. They are fodder trees and 
grow even under and climatic and sandy topographic 
conditions. It is contented that the desert of Rajasthan 
13 extending toward North and east into fertile agricul-
tural areas. It is believed to have been covered with a 
grassy vegetation with trees and genere which have been 
reduced to a desertic conditions by centuries of over-
grazing, burning and cutting of trees and bushes for 
fuel or to provide emergency feed for livestoct-. The 
area under forests constitutes about 12.7"/. of total 
areas in this state. Thus vegetation is the inde); of the 
6G 
totality of the climatic conditions. 
SOIL 
The soils of Rajasthan plain can be characterised as 
sandy, containing 9i.i to 95'/. sand and 5 to 77. of clay. 
The western part is characterized by vast stretches of 
sand deposits. 
The soil generally improves towards the East and North-
East. This wind blown sand which has hindered soil 
formation is derived partly from the surface rocl-s and 
large part of it is blown in from the coastal regions. 
Therefore soils are one of the most important natural 
re'.ioui ca of thw totaLw. 
4.4CULTURftL SETTING 
FGPULATIDN AND SETTLfchENTS 
The population of Rajasthan according to the census of 
1991 IS 43,880,640. The growth rate from 1981-91 is 
28.077. and the density of population is 128 persons per 
sq. im. The population is distributed evenly throughout 
the whole area. About 307. of the population is rural 
and 207. Urban i.e. 7 million. Sex ratio is also in-
clined towards male than female. The literacy rate is 
38.817.. Males having 55. u 77, and females having 20.847. 
Se;; ratio is 913. 
The density of populations shows a sharp decrease west-
ward and population is clustered near water points. 
This pattern at population distribution reflects the 
hospitable conditions closely related to the availabili-
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ty of water as it spells out the prospects for cultiva-
tion of crops on herding of cattle which is the mainstay 
of livelihood in the region e.g. in Ganganagar there is 
a high concentration of population as the area has more 
irrigation facilities then any other area. The density 
of population is highly variable. Inspite of the and 
and inhospitable environment, the population in Rajas-
than plain has been steadily increasing since 1921. 
This increase mcAy be oue to pr^ogressive ly better relief 
measures against draught and disease as well as increas-
ingly reclamation and irrigation facilities. Among the 
worl^ers most of tha people are engaged in agriculture. 
People of Rajasthan plain reside primarily in villages 
of different sizes. The density of the village reflects 
the density of population in general. The villages are 
generally compact type with some variations in degree. 
The compactness is the result of combination of physical 
and cultural factors. The site of settlement is quite 
governed by the factor of water- supply, the sources 
ll^e defence and security also play important note-
Caste 15 another important consideration in their resi-
dential location. Agriculture and stocl- raising is 
found at the outer fringes. The village have a tanl-
nearby which pr^ovides water for various purposes. The 
houses are closely patched in the villages. 
Uf^ ban settlement is of distinct type. There are about 
o2 towns which are unevenly distributed. In general 
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most of the towns are concentrated in North while it 
decreases in the south. Towns are developed in conform-
ity with water availability, lines of communication, 
density of population and economic advantage. 
Forts, shrines or temples and walls are the characteris-
tic cultural features and dominate the morphological 
pattern of town. 
4.5EC0N0MY 
Agriculture and ll'v'e5toc^  raising are by far the most 
economic pursuit of the people of Rajasthan. The Prin-
cipal crops are Jawar, bajra, Maize, wheat, gram, oil-
seeds cotton, sugarcane and tobacco. As a deficit state 
in food-grains in the pre-independence years, Rajasthan 
has achieved and all time high in form yield in 1967-68 
(66 lakh tonnes). This abundance was followed by two 
years of want and unprecedented scarcely which shattered 
the economy of the state. Food grain production in 
1987-88 was 60.68 laLh tonnes. 
India's entire output of lead and zinc concentrates, 
emeralds, and garnets are found in Rajasthan. Similarly 
947. of country's gypsum, 767. of silver ore, S47. of 
asbestos, 68"/. feldspar and 127. mica is mined here. Rich 
=alt deposits are available at Sambhar and other places. 
I'hetri and Dariba are \ nown for capper mines. 
The major industt^es of Raiasthan include teittiles, 
rugged and woollen goods, sugar, cement, glass sodium-
producing plant, o;,yggn and acetylene producing units. 
(]0 
manufacture af pesticides, insecticides and vegetable 
dyes, 2inc smelter, fertilisers, railway wagons, ball 
btidirungs, water and electric metres etc. Manufacture o f 
caustic soda, calcium lar^bide, nylon and tyre coi d and 
copper smelting are the ottier^  enterprising units. 
Handicrafts specially marble wofJ, woollen carpets, 
ar-^ ticles of leather, pottery, jewellery embroidery and 
brass embossing are also famous and linted by people. 
AGRICULTURE 
Rajasthan lite other states of India is basically agri-
cultural and ruf^ al. Agfncultuf^e is the main occupation 
of the overwhelming majority of population in Rajasthan 
Plain. Total cultivable area is 266.06 lal'h hectares 
which reveals that the people desire their sustenance 
from very small and low percentage of land. Pastures, 
culturable waste and fallow lands have strikingly high 
percent covering a large are particularly in west. The 
features of land show great variation. Principal crops 
cultivated in the state are Jawar, Bajra, Maine, gram, 
wheat, oil-seeds, cotton, pulses and tobacco. Cultiva-
tion of fruits and vegetables has also picJed up over 
the past few years. 
The land cannot be cultivated intensively. Agriculture 
in the region is poor and precarious. The land is 
always in the grip or famines or in dc^ ead of it. The 
main problem is paucity of moisture, salinity, aUalini-
ty and soil erosion and also plant diseases. 
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Due to high temperature and low rainTall agriculture is 
very much t'estricted in the western part and limited in 
eastern par-t as well. As irrigation plays a major role 
in any agricultural development programmes the irriga-
tion potential in the state has been raised to a level 
of 43.5 lath hectates. fota Barrage and Rana Pratap 
Sagar are the major irrigation schemes of Rajasthan. 
Both the projects ar^ in collaboration with M.P. Rajas-
than is also getting benefited by the Bha^ra Nagal 
Projects, Gandhi Sagar Dam, Jawahar Sagar and Bees 
Project, Mahi Project is also in pf^ogress. Number of 
Tube wells and wells have also been extended to bring 
out a change in the nature. 
LIVE5T0C^ 
Livestoct raising is the most important occupation 
subsidiary and supplementary to cultivation in the 
region. Large number of people depend on livestoct 
raising for theit" livelihood. It is apparent that 
cattle, Sheep, goats, camel and buffaloes are some of 
the important animals raised here due to the topography 
OT the region. Drinting water is a major problem and 
there is low rainfall. Herdsmen are forced to migrate 
to the areas where gt^ azing land and fodder can be easily 
available. Rajasthan canal has improved the economic 
conditions of these people with plentiful supply of 
dr^n^ ing water in the area. 
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INDUSTRY 
The region is industrially one of the most undeveloped 
region in India. The people who are involved in indus-
try are almost in negligible proportion although the 
number of industries at^ e considerable. Factories are 
generally on small scale. Agro-industries such as cotton 
and sugarcane are found there. Ganga Nagat^  has highest 
number of industries life flour mills, cotton-seed, oil, 
te!;tiles and sugat^ . Jodhpur has textiles and chemicals 
industries. Biianer has about lOu factories of woollen 
goods, carpets, glass i t^ on and steel pipes. Although 
Rajasthan has made rapid strides in industrial develop-
ment during the last 2 decades most of the development 
has tat en place in the eastern par't where a variety of 
raw material ar^ e available and infr"astructure is better 
developed. 
4.(bTRANSP0RTATIQN 
The system of transport and means of communication 
serves as an index to the economic development and 
prosperity of any area. Railways and Roads are the 
principal transport system in Rajasthan. Total length 
of roads is 55,123 im including 2,521 km of national 
highway. The existing transportation system have a 
several tast to perform. 
CHAPTER 
FIVE 
RAJASTHAN : 
TOURISM, CULTURE AND 
ADMINISTRATION 
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5.0 TOURISM IN RAJASTHAN 
Much emphasis has been given to tourism promotion in 
Rajasthan. Tourism in Rajasthan enjoys a prominent 
place and is in a position to mate a useful contribution 
in the socio-economic development of Rajasthan. Impor-
tance of tourism has been reco9ni,:ed by the state Govt, 
and a big amount of 8s. 1292 lacs has been allocated for 
the promotion of tourusm in the state ;during the Sev-
enth Five year Plan, which has more percentage than the 
allocation made in the Si;;th Five Year Plan. This 
P'henomenal growth in allocation clearly depicts the 
importance given to this sector (Table I) 
TABLE III 
Five Year Plan Allocation by the State 
PLAN ALLOCATION IN 
LAKH (RUPEES) 
II 4.43 
III 8.04 
IV 29.37 
V 44.43 
VI 93.82 
VII 1292.00 
Detailed Budget allocations for 1986-87 and 1987-88 are 
given in Table IV. 
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TABLE IV 
Budget Allocations for Tautnsm in Rajasthan 
(RS. IN LACS) 
HEAD 198<b--87 ! 1 9 8 7 - 8 a ( p r Q p o a e d ) I 
P l a n t J o n - P l a n 
(RE) 
P l a n 
4 
N o n - P l a n 
5 
1. Direction and 
Administration 
2. Tourism infot^mation 
and Publicity 
3. Fairs and F'estivals 
4. Development of Toumst 
Si tes 
5. Share Capital to 
to R. T. D. C. 
6. Market Borrowing 
to R.T.D.C. 
7. Illumination of 
Historical Buildings 
Total 
7.60 
28.50 
9.40 
14, 50 
25. 00 
90. 00 
175.00 
27.88 
1 ^  . ^U 
3.80 
44.23 
10. 00 
50. 00 
15. 00 
30. 00 
5. 00 
1 C'0. 00 
210.00 
30.56 
13. OC) 
— 
— 
— 
— 
2.80 
46.36 
Source - Government o f Ra. jas than, Depar tment o f Tou r i sm . 
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Tourism in Rajasthan is no longer a neglected field. A 
separate department of tourism has been created to 
promote the cause of tourism through a long term plan-
f\in(^  (3r't)r:t>Htii wlui.'h t-jcner =* 1 1 y roincides with the national 
planning process. Tourism benefits the state in many 
ways, by generating incomes and by providing gainful 
employment oriented and basically a human activity which 
involves individuals in all its facts. 
Apart from eat^nings to state, tourism promotes the cultural 
heritage and help in development oT vast infra-structure. 
The Rajasthan Tourism Development Corporation came into 
e;;istence in April 1V79. Since then it has been strengthen-
ing the infra-structural facilities in term of accommodation, 
catering, transport services, boating and sightseeing. 
Presently, it has a netwot-l of 33 units including 25 Tourist 
Bungalows, 6 midways, 2 Cafeterias with all modern comforts. 
Indian, continental and Rajasthan Cuisine are provided in its 
unit. Bar facilities are available in 19 units. All units in 
big cities have T.V. and music in lounge, telephone in rooms, 
space tor small meeting and conferences facilities for local 
sight seeing tours, pacl age tours, cars and tt^ansport on 
rent and boating at various lates. 
The State Department of Tourism with the objective of 
putting Rajasthan prominently on the tourism map of the 
world, has been active in developing the infra-struc-
tural facilities for the tourists-domestic as well as 
foreign. 
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The planning efforts made in the past 30 years have 
started giving dividends and the tourist inflow to the 
State has been increasing yeat" after year. 
Tho fallowing is the account of achievements in promoting 
tourism in the state of Rajasthan. 
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TABLE V 
Bed Capacity at Various (R.T.D.C.) Tourist Bungalows 
(Including Tour"ist Bungalows run by R.T.D.C.) 
CENTRE NO OF HOTELS 
AND TOURIST 
BUNGALOWS 
TOTAL BED 
CAPACITY 
Jaipur 
Udaipur 
Mount fibu 
Jodhpur 
A jmer 
Ja isalmer 
Eii kaner 
Kota 
Ch i ttorqarh 
LillcU'dlpui' 
Alwar 
Sawai Madhopur 
Bund 
F'ushkar 
Nathdwara 
San ska 
Si 1iserh 
Ranakpur 
Rihabdeo 
Jaisamond 
Behror 
Nahnwa 
Ratanpur 
Haldighat i 
Total 
61 
60 
42 
JLIJ 
27 
26 
16 
16 
14 
14 
14 
9 
cr 
6 
1 
O 
1 
1 
1 
1 
^ 
o 
'-n 
1 
•^•42 
4277 
1 2788 
2072 
1317 
1035 
606 
707 
667 
456 
114 
114 
246 
50 
211 
24 
5<S 
'7>o 
16 
30 
30 
18 
7 
4 
6 
15362 
Source : Batra K.L. (1990) F'roblems and Prospects of Tourism, 
Jaipur 
,^'^ -^ 7^ .') : •r>-r^ 
TABLE VI 
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YEAR 
1991 1992 1993 
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL OOHESTIC INTERNATIONAL DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL CITY/TOWN 
MOUNT ABU 
UOAIPUR 
JAIPUR 
PUSHKAR 
JOOHPUR 
AJMER 
JAISALHER 
NATHWARA 
CITTORGARH 
BHARATPUR 
BIKANER 
RANAK PUR 
KOTA 
SAUAl HADHOPUR 
THINGHREE 
BANSUARA 
ALUAR 
SAKISKA 
RIKHAB DEVJl 
BUNDl 
SIKAR 
SILISAR 
JAISAHAL 
668944 
585672 
4n247 
421299 
465186 
467512 
201739 
215393 
155326 
140960 
114233 
100000 
110716 
50088 
13520 
58159 
42001 
6064 
4409 
2660 
--
2759 
950 
21762 
7277J 
155011 
13964 
64216 
10744 
42888 
--
6153 
23000 
14074 
38611 
2695 
10274 
15520 
10 
501 
1178 
20 
344 
--
371 
41 
92763 
675493 
720953 
481102 
531926 
537325 
225797 
246342 
173940 
159514 
127933 
113000 
121641 
65039 
16591 
65115 
48444 
6814 
4941 
3045 
7168 
3035 
--
23313 
79871 
170817 
14876 
69792 
14828 
49624 
. . . 
6335 
25379 
15086 
41439 
2695 
14284 
16284 
121 
607 
1225 
25 
247 
245 
419 
--
965731 
666188 
623578 
654827 
527617 
478977 
254990 
249412 
200170 
153985 
147186 
117441 
123465 
65721 
47344 
59996 
57004 
17487 
15527 
13545 
7205 
3425 
--
24387 
85225 
146555 
18863 
61612 
10326 
44736 
--
9087 
45360 
159U 
45400 
2505 
10623 
17306 
125 
430 
1293 
70 
202 
269 
450 
--
c5 ou^cg. : H T D C , /Nets DfeLw* 
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5. 1 ADMINISTRATIVE SET UP OF TOURISM IhJ RAJASTHAN 
There is a ministry ot Toumsm, Art and Culture. It has bwo 
main wings : The Directorate of Tourism on promotional side 
and Kajasthan lourism. Development Corpor^ation on the com-
mercial side. 
1 he policy formation is at the level of Ministry. The direc-
torate and R.T.D.C. are responsible for field organization 
and implementation of policies. The pf^omotional activities 
of the Department of Tourism include development of tourist 
sites, brinqinq out promotional literatures, brochures and 
folders, on diffet^ent tourist destinations, holding of fair 
and festivals, bring out films and videotapes on various 
themes, exploiting the new tourist destination, encouraging 
and assisting the private entrepreneurs to establish new 
hotels, t^estaurants and transport units. Eminent travel-
writers and photo-journalists are invited to cover various 
tourist destinations in the state. The Tourism Department 
runs 16 Tourist Information Bureau within the State of si;( 
outside the state which are located at New Delhi, Calcutta, 
Madras, Bombay, Ahemadabad and Agra. Rajasthan Tourism 
Development Corporations lool^  s after the commercial side and 
runs tourist bungalows which are 33 in number, mid-ways 
cafeterias and provides transport facilities. In addition to 
this R.T.D.C. in collaboration with Indian Railway operates 
luxurious train ^ nown as F-'alace-on-wheeis from October to 
March every year. It has a fleet of Vehicles of package 
tours, local sightseeing and for use of sancturies. 
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5.2 IHE RAJA5THAN TOURISM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
(R.T.D.C. ) 1. 
Role in Tourism Development in the State- The R^Ajasthan 
ToLit^ ism Development Cdrporation Limited was incorporated 
in November 1978 and started functioning from 1st 
April, 1979. 
Rajasthan has remained as an unexplored gold mine of 
various things till recently and tourism is one of them. 
For the first time in Summer of 1956, the great tourism 
potential of Rajasthan was marked and recognized by the 
bovi.'i'nmun t and consequently an office of the organizer 
of tourist facilities was established in the due course 
of time. The office at a later stage grow into the 
Directorate of tourism and the same had further fructi-
fied in the setting up of the Rajasthan Tourism Develop-
ment Corporation Limited (R.T.D.C.) 
The state Government realized that tourism was not a 
compact entity but a cognate activity and needed at a 
suitable organizational set up which could handle effi-
ciently and effec- tively its pt-omot lonal, progressive 
and commercial aspects. 
Thus fully aware ot the great potential of tourism 
development in Rajasthan, at the initiative of State 
Government, the Government of India, Ministry of 
Tourism and Civil Aviation appointed a high power survey 
;team in 1976 to review the progress of various schemes 
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of tourism and suggest measure for the development of 
this industry. The team compt^ised the representatives 
of t^ir India, The Indian Air^lines, The Indian Tourism 
ne?s'« ] opmpn t r,ni"pnrrAt ion , Thn Tr.jvc?! AQenls ARBOCiation 
and the Department of Tourism. 
b.3 CULTURAL ASPECTS AND POTENTIAL AREA ASSESSMENT 
Ihe people of Rajasthan have i^ ich traditions, cultural 
customs and social systems which are integral part of 
their life and The tourism in Rajasthan in based on 
their traditions and customs and revolves around typical 
music, foU dances, and local arts and cr^afts. 
llie I'uH iiiuiaic uT Kajasthan is a many-sp lendoured talei-
doscope. From the simple Ghoralio and the elementary 
Bhapang to the intricate sarangi and the formidable Bam, 
from the igneous, impromptu deities of the tribals to 
the immaculate bradic compositions, from the limited 
client to the elaborate haand, from mundane songs of 
everyday life to the world transcending devotional and 
mystic compositions of saint poets in matters alike of 
performer, theme, instrument, form and regional variety 
it IS a whole world of rich and robust i»-ridescence. 
The Stalwarts of Rajasthan have responded to the rigors 
of life with good cheer and with music just as the 
colourfulness of their attire would seem to be their 
response to a relative lacl of it in nature in some 
areas. 
A favorable circumstance has been propinquity of Rajas-
8 o 
than with a number of cultural rones vis Gujrati, Halwi, 
Braj, Haryani, Punjabi and Sindhi. 
The desert areas of Rajasthan specially rich in foU 
nuisjjr p;ai'i 1 ru 1 ^ 1^ ) y in I ho s.Arjeiy purveyed by the Pro-
fessional signing communities. besides drawing on the 
e;.tremely rich t esource of Kajasthan s bandic poetry, 
these musicians have stillfully assimilated the theme 
and musical forms of the neighbouring areas. 
Tl^ er e at-e many singing communities in Rajasthan. More 
important among these at-e Dhalis Khanu by sever^ al names, 
Mirasis, Dhadhis, hanges fiong yamiyous, falbelias (Snate 
char^mers; , jogis, bargados lamede, Nayat s or Tharis and 
Bhavanis. 
There Are a variety of songs on women, songs of separa-
tion songs about deities and songs associated with 
festivals and ceremonies. 
One important characteristic or these songs is the way 
the entire village community is treated as one compact 
group and gods and goddesses even animals, birds and 
trees are addressed as persons quite familiar. 
The men foU share many of their songs, particularly 
these about festivals and those devotional with the 
women. 
To this fabric of the popular music, the art of the 
professional relates li^e a Filigree. The lyric and the 
tunes are often the popular ones. But in the lands of 
the professionals they appear to undergo a transforma-
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11 on. 
The first factor in the metamorphosis is the use of 
instruments and the accentuation of the rhythmic pat-
tern. The second factor is the Professionals love for 
elaboration. 
The ballads of Dhola-Maru, Muma1-Mahendra, Doonqji 
Jawarji, Galeng, Jalal-Boobna, Nagji-Nagwanti, etc. 
or individual songs ;about these legendary lovers and 
horses go a long way in enr'iching the Professional 
Singers repertoire. 
Rajasthan has a number of folk-opera forms. The ^ucham-
.,ut 1 , S.ih(,M h.^*ivi.> t 1 .arui Alibdlbhi Bchools have won special 
renown. These Operas t^epresent another field in which 
the Professional foil- artists have excelled. 
As an important aspect of this heritage concerns musical 
instruments, we may now turn to a survey of these 
instruments. 
Some of the important musical instruments used are as 
follows: 
Sarangi 
\ amayacha 
Morchang 
Dust a 
Rawanhattha 
Satara 
Murlas 
Nael 
Bant la (Tr^umpet) 
Nafeere 
Shehnai 
Nagphani 
Mashate 
Jaltaal 
Bells 
I hur^tal 
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Nagara - Dhap 
Derun -
Folk Dances 
Amono the foU dances of Kaiasthan, the pride of place 
has to be accor'ded to the Ghoomas and the Gair. 
Ihe bfcjciinnintj of the two dances is not much different. 
The common pattern was a circular dance, using sticks 
and latters in past lite the garba of Bujarat . The 
Ghoomas or Gair is still a mane?uver in the Bhilwara 
region. But in the course of time the Ghoomer has 
become a dance es^clusively of women and one performed 
without using any sticks. 
Ghoomas is performed mainly during the Gangaur festival 
and also on any other festival occasion. The Gair on 
the other hand is performed e;;clusively by men. It is 
very popular in the Mewar region and is mainly performed 
before and after the Holi festivals. 
Accompaniment is provided either by a Dhol or a Dhonsa 
and the Banika. The Dandia Gain of Marwar and the 
Geendar of the Shetawati region ars similar to the Gair. 
Both are holi dance. Shethawati also shares the Darf 
Dance with the [Neighbouring Haryana. The Bam or Rasiya 
Dance of the Braj area in Rajasthan is unique in its 
grandem and impact much of it, stemming from the ;use 
of the Bam which is simultaneously played by two or more 
persons, each wielding two or more persons, each 
wielding two batons Chinpia, Thali and Majeeras lend 
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instrumental support. The Therahtali of Kamedas scores 
in finesse and intricacy. 
The Char'i Dance uses pots topped with lighted lamps, 
Female performers balancinq the pots on their heads 
stand in a circle, facing inward with slightly stopping 
stance, using their the Orchestra. It is a festive 
dance. The tuchi Ghoi or Dumry Harse Dance shares the 
purpose ;and the accompaniment. 
The Janathi Siddhas of Bitaner and Chinu have an authen-
tic five dance accompanied by a music which gradually 
increases in tempo, each round ending in a free play 
with end on umbers during bmght a breadth ia\ ing erotic 
homage to one oT mother nature mightiest-elements. 
Arts and Crafts of Rajasthan 
Rajasthan-Rajputana of old, a barren desert land, whose 
harsh climate and rough terrain natured people, brave 
and chivalrous, whose ancestot^s are said to have spring 
from the fiery pit a top sareal Mount Abu, who trace 
the roots of their lineage to the Sun and the Moon. 
People with Alwar - life lifestyle and shar^pened senses, 
whose teen eye for beauty is reflected in their arts and 
crafts. 
Much of their inspiration they draw from songs, was 
rich in legend of t^ omance and heroism. The rest they 
too^ from their surroundings - the colour of the setting 
behind the hor^ izon of the bandy Soil - the forms in 
nature - the Weaves translated into e!;qui5ite designs. 
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Ihe latid /lelded iiietaln and ininerals, stone and clay, 
which the/ turned, polished, mattldod into brilliant 
for-ms. With tht^ ssa they built their incredible hill -top 
rort ,; and filled ih(,Mu with Ix'antirul ob juris iii(aqi-i= of 
the qods they cherished : aids to their worl, their 
Lomtui t and pii=>j:3L(ie. Ihe bl lili they developed as they 
wrought these designs, they passed on to their sonqs, 
who improved upon theip and taught them to then chil-
dr^en. Ihus propagating their cratts, they lept ;alive 
a cultur-e of which the> were proud. 
Tcfdciy, the de-.:;cendan t s of the these ar'tisans play an 
iiiipor tahL r^ ole in keeping alive ttie age old traditions. 
Their stills in many case, have adapted to suit changing 
needs. But their- pr^oducts ar^ e still beaut iTul, func-
tional and unique in that each one is hand-cr^af ted, 
with a love and pride that in centur-ies old. 
Meenakari 
It 15 the intriccrite ar"t of enameled ornaments. Ihe art 
flourished under" pr^incely patronage, and today Jaipur 
Meenalar'i as enamel cral tsmansh i p is renowned the world 
Ov'er-. ;Meenalar"i usually embellishes precious jewellery 
or small ornamental Tigur^es r^ichly plumed peacoct s, 
bright foliage and elements, jewel en crushed, gainly 
carparisoned are Tavorite items. The ;standards of 
e;;celJence have been maintained over the years and today 
it tales an B;(perH to distinguish between an antique 
piece of heenalari arid a new one. 
Jewellery 
Jaipur produces some finely cut and polished precious 
and semi-precious stones and jewellery. Rajasthan is 
esDPcial ly rich in qilvpr nrnament,& for the hair, OoAra, 
nose, necl , ani les and wrists. Each area has a style of 
its own each ornament spades of a special poetry. All 
Rajasthani women wear bangles for it is considered in 
auspicious for a women s forearm to be bare. In jodh-
pur^ , ivory bangles, stained r^ ed or green, etched with 
patterns of blacf. 
Lac ?< Glass ware 
LIJC banyleb d^re wut n ass a sign oT good omen and are made 
in an atoms hung variety of designs some in flat colour, 
some in descent or marbled, while others flash white 
lite fire from shine stones or tiny mirrors at the turn 
OT the wrist. Glass bangles a perennial favorite of all 
Indian women ar^ e easily available in most parts of the 
state, the greatest variety being offered in Jaipur and 
Jodhpuf". 
The sculptor s chisel puts br^ eath tat ing life into the 
man imate. 
Ivory ware 
A still once patronized by royalty ivory carving still 
retains its delicate wortmanship. The most interesting 
of these being the magic puz::le spheres carved from 
single piece, containing five to nine small concentric 
balls, each within the other. 
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Sandal-Wood work 
Fragrant and quite beautiful, sandalwood carvings came 
in a range of objects and themes -from caravans of tiny 
camels to decorate a mantel piece to {ey chains, paper 
tnives and trln^et bo;;B5. 
Stone SculpturinQ 
Religious themes are carved in stone ail over Rajasthan. 
The images are life-lite, s^lllfully sculpted in many 
varieties of stone. Jaipur sculptors use the purest 
white marble from hakr-ana for" their statues of the gods 
and goddesse'?-., along with animal and human figures. 
Iht,.' ssofl, pi III tjiandffl tone, lai^amaraitonea copper-hued 
with green sped les and the soft chlomte of Dungarpur, 
oiled to a rich blocl- are other varieties of stone used 
tor mating icons and other figures. 
Brass work 
Jaipur also has a tradition OT brass sculptures, well 
finished and polished to shine, the Jaipuri eye for 
detail IS ctpparent in their niat ing. The sets DT animals 
in this material are quite delightful, and can be used 
not only as decorative pieces, but also as an unbreata-
ble tov noQ tor small children. 
Hand beaten brassware made in Jaipur is renowned. It is 
an experience to watch a metal plaque or vase trans-
formed into a lush garden under the gentle tapping of a 
craftsman hammet . Unct^  the pattern in complete, enamel 
often cunningly highlights the delicate tracery of the 
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design. 
In the bygone days, craftsmen realized that the natural 
sheen of wood could be fur^ ther enhanced by juxtaposing 
it with other- materials. They developed the ai-^t of 
inlay, a process by which stone, ivory, other varieties 
of wood, and metals were embedded into its flat surface. 
This craft is used to decorate chair backs, table tops, 
and smaller items such as trln^et bo;;es. F'art icular ly 
gr^aceful is the tar^ tashi or- wir^ e inlay, where delicate 
loops of brass or^  copper wire set off the dark polished 
surface of the wcKDd. 
Lacquer 
Another method of decorating wood in by using coloured 
lacquer. Udaipur has a long tradition in this craft and 
produces such items as table, teapots, lamps and deco-
rative items in lovely designs and soft shades. 
Pottery and Terra cota 
Jaipur IS Tamous tor its blue pottery, named thus from 
typical turquoise and ultramarine designs on its white 
surface. The objects are almost entirely hand moulded, 
well-glazed and have a Persian flavour about them. 
From Alwar come the paper - thin Hagazi pots of ancient 
root, with attractive patterns cut into their double 
walls. Pokaran produces lovely shapes in white and red 
clay, with geometrical designs etched into their sur-
Tace. 
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In Bikaner is made the delightful painted pottery, 
tinted with lac colours, while the stoneware of Jai-
salfTier is quite attractive. The yellow limestone from 
this area is Tashioned into a large variety of utility 
1 terns. 
Terra Cota Sculptures 
f4o quite utilitarian, but vei^ y handsome, are the terra 
cotta wall plaques of Holele, near Udaipur. Usually 
depicting Sri Sanesha or local heroes such a Goga Peer. 
These painted sculptures are worshipped on Dussehi^a, the 
lebLival Lt? ] pbt^ d I ing Kama's Victory. 
Tie «nd Dye and Cloth Printing 
Prints : there is a saying in Rajasthan that the pat-
terns on the women s sf irts, and the swirls OT men's 
turbans, change with every twelve l-os (40 kms.) one 
travels in the state. So great is the variety of hand-
printed fabrics available here. 
Fr^ om the sandy deserts of Barmer comes the geometric 
aJra^ prints, the dar^ shades of blue and red providing 
protection from the burning sun. 
In Nathdwara, sans, wraps, l-achiefs and quilt covers 
and printed with designs liked to the pichwais made 
here. Sandalwood bloc^s leave their lingering fra-
grances in the folds of the fabric. The jajams of 
Chittorgarh, used for women stirts and wraps, a well 
as floor-coverings, have rich mosaic-lUe patterns in 
blacf, red and olive green. Bagru is l.nown for its 
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floral prints in dart glowinq vegetable colours. 
In Jaipur, under pr-incely pt^tronaqe, printing attained a 
tinesse unusurpa^std by an/ other area. Here a wider 
range of shades end pattei-ns i5 available in highly 
styled desigris and motifs. Sanganer, near Jaipur, is 
populated almost solely by b loct-mat-ers and printers. 
The art ol Mian -overprint ing in gold is practiced here 
by the chhipas, as these craftsmen are called. Bangan-
ery fabrics to leading fashion centres of the world. 
1^ ota 15 well MTOwn for its fine meshed muslin, feather -
ligfU del t ca ttily pt inteU t ota doria sans or garments 
whirli iihU (.' ide.U SMimruM' wo.u . 
Hn integral part of women s costume in Rajasthan is the 
odhani or^  veil, also called the Chundari, which means, 
litorallv, a tabric of dotted tie and dye method and is 
locally known as bandhej in Rajasthan. 
Ihe finest baridhej wort is done in Jodhpur and Sil-ar. 
Other centres ai u- in Jaipur, Biianer^, h'ali, Udaipur and 
Nathdwar^. Colours and designs change with the i-egion, 
according to th'i traditional pr-efererice of the local 
community,. Ihe most common design is the Dungar-shahi 
:- udhani, the mountain-pcttter^ned veil, of yellow and 
red. Diffet^ent methods or tieing produce a variety of 
pattern. The tnots are named from the shapes they 
produce. The must conimon is the bundh ar [not, result 
ing in a small dot with a dart centr-e. Other patterns 
are the tear-shaped lodi or cowry, the laddu jalebi, a 
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multi-coioured square, named after a favorite sweet; and 
the swiriinc), striped 'laheria which literary means 
waves , 
Embroideries 
FoU embroideries have survived with very little patron-
age from princes. host Rajasthani women love to deco-
rate their surroundings, and are as clever with the 
needle as they ar^ e at drawing the symbolic mandana 
pattern on their walls and doorsteps on auspicious 
occasions. Embroideries, often in-corporating beads on 
mMMMK's, cnvpr door frames. Furnituro £And qarmc^nts. 
Paint inn on cloth. Paper and Ivory 
The painted scrolls of Rajasthan play on important role 
in perpetuating historical and cultural information. 
The most sophisticated of these are the pichwais or 
temple hangings. A Tavout^ite theme is Srinathji s 
pichhwai-t rishna's name in the temple of Nathdwara, 
near Udaipur, Ihese pichhwai^, depicting ffishna in 
his var^ious iTioods, wei-e hunq behind his image in the 
temple, arid Ltiwiiigt_(J accord inq to the season. Tho dart 
rich hut;S are printed onto r^ ough hand-spun cloth, 
Sr" in Jiih J1 ' s Tc^ce, glowing with the love that is his 
essence, is tinted shyain, the luminous blue of the 
evening sty. Ihez^ e paintings made in Nathdwara and 
Udaipui", were once used exclusively in the temples, but 
letter becrtrne popular souvenirs tor the pilgrims who come 
in pa/ homaue U) their imcicie i rom liovet^dhan, one OT 
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irishna's favorite haunts. 
These scrolls, locally called Pabu3l-^i-phad, predomi-
nantly red and green, have the effect QT a gaint pictui-e 
boot . Ihev are made by the Josh is of Shahpura, near 
Bhilwara; and now available in smaller panels, portray--
inQ single incidents or charters from the epic, 
hiniatures paintings flourished under' princely patronage 
or hajputs. They are still reproduced Taithfully by the 
descendants of the original craTtsman. Families of 
miniature painters, still survive in cities such as 
J.A)riur, Indhpur, N-Tthriwara and I ishanqarh, producxnq 
thi.'akJ duliCuAtu wurl-lifu uf art on line har>d-madt.' paper, 
which comes from Sanganer, and has been the seat of the 
hand made paper industrv, since Raja Man Singh brought 
these craftsmen Tram SiaUot four hundred years ago to 
manufacture paper for his atelier. 
Batik l^ al 1 Hangings 
The process of wa;;~res 1 st-d) e] ng on cloth is an old 
cr-aTt of Kajasthan. Attr-active vjall hangings using this 
method are made in many ar^eas on a variety oT themes and 
mot 1f5. 
Carpets, Durries and Leather Goods 
Jaipur, Barmer and Bitaner are well tnown for their 
beautiful carpets. The designs are usually in Indo--
Heretic with small angular, motifs enclosing little 
robettes or" Indo-t'1 r^ man, containing all over floral 
sprays on an ivor^ y ot cream ground. These carpets 
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containing between si;;teen and thirty t nots per square 
inch and am hand--t not ted and available in a range of 
Bizea. Lulaneri namdas, sniall rugs, are also quite 
beautiful and available in lovely colours and designs. 
Functional and Decorative. 
Leather is a fairly utilitat^an material, used by both 
princes and people. Rajasthani cobblers have tradition-
ally shod feet of ail i inds, and mal-e mojadis as these 
slippers are called here, to suit the tastes. The best 
^nown centres of traditional foot-wear ars Jaipur and 
Jodhpur -- While Jaipiir Mojadis are soft, and delicately 
eMiibrnided in subtle colours, the patterns of the Jodh-
puri slippers are robust, in holder hues, which come 
together in str-ange contrasts. Leather wort ers in these 
two cities have now turned their s\ ills to more modern 
designs, and a range of leather articles from garments 
to hand-bags 3r>-^ pr^oduced by them. 
Hitc^ner is t nown for its camel-hide bottles, mc"ide by 
stretching softened camel leather over a clay mould when 
the leatht.-r hc^ideris, tfie clcsy is washed off, and the 
bottle decorated in ^ style reminiscent or the local 
wall paintings. Here too csre made the tr"ansiucent camel 
si in lamps and sli<r<des, gilded in e.quisite designs. 
Lhildreti pJ^y on iiiipur^ tant rule in variouia handicraft 
activities. 'I he I athput 1 i wa la, the traditional puppe-
teer> or P\=:* )as thsri, is a great favorite of the little 
ones. He i-oams tram village to village to entertain the 
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people with enactments of the lines of their favorite 
heroes. He 1= clever, he is witty and the puppets he 
mates absorb iriuch of his chat'm. With their prominent 
noses and enormous eyes, a top br'iqhtly coloured cloth 
bodies, these humorous little characters mate ideal 
hangings to brighten up a dull corner of a home. 
Toys and Pol Is Making 
In Kajasthan, toys and dolls are made in an astonishing 
variety of form and colour. In Udaipur toys play such 
an important role in the lives of some of the crafts 
communities living there that a marriage is fi;;ed only 
c<(tt-r^  l)i)y '.I faiuily tuv.i made sut^ e ttiat his future bride 
15 familiar with the lathe. Traditional toys made here 
are miniaxture wheat grinders, cradles and l-itchen sets, 
imitation fruit is also a speciality of this area. 
Sometimes toys are inspired by local legends as in 
Bassi, in Chittor^garh district, from where comes the 
1x1, tit.' pcijun-i l)uat stiupod iihr mgardan 1, c^^rrying 
ishan and banqani. This delightful little cosiiietic bo;; 
IS traditionally given to a bride on her wedding dciy, 
and also 5e^"ves as =( tov fot chilaren. 
hru/ri Ht-ria Lit, in IJ=<gam district;, coaie the lovely 
softly tinted cia/ LoyS whose range or themes include an 
aer^op 1 ane, 
nnimais n^ v^e alwavs been a great source of inspiration 
for toy meters, and miniature zoos am available in a 
variety or materials. The hathi-ghoda waiters of Jaipur 
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mate soft elephants, horses and camels of stuffed 
cloth, decorated with tinsel or embroided cloth. 
Thefe are many more crafts which could be mentioned, and 
the histories of how they evolved. Fact is attached 
with a special legend and has a hundreds of years of 
tiaditioii btihind it. And thouoh the younq man who sells 
you the item has made it look quite modern, the sii11 
and pride with which he crafted it is almost as ancient 
as Lh(j ground upon which he stands, and that your piece 
IS unique, diTfer'enr in soaie way Trom anv other of its 
\ ind, wh 1 f h 1 <- '•-ocir-t and the wonder of all handicralts. 
CHAPTER 
SIX 
RAJASTHAN TOURISM 
CASE STUDIES 
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6.0 AJMER 
A]mer i5 located 132 tilometers away from Jaipur on the 
Jaipur-Ch1ttorgarh road. The city lies at the foot of 
the laraqarh hill which Torms an imposing bactground. 
The Crest of hill rises to a height of about 243m from 
its base and is encircled by Taraqarh fort. 
Ajmer" was founded by Raja Ajaipal Chauhan in the 7th 
Century A.D. and derives its name from Ajayameru (the 
invincible hill). The Chauhans reigned here till 119Ji 
A.D- F'rithviraj Chauhan the last Hindu ruler of Delhi 
lost it to l-lohammad Gauri. Its peace was once again 
disturbed by 1 amut" s invasion of India. Subsequently it 
was seized and retained by Rana tumbha. From 1470 to 
lb31 it came under the domain of Muslim rulers of Malwa 
and afterwards under Maldeo Rathore of Marwar. Later 
on, At bar the qreat anneiced it to the hughal Empire in 
155t) and realining its strategic importance made it the 
headquarters oi his military' operations. 
The city 15 a harmonious blend, where Hindu and Muslim 
cultures meet. As a result of this harmony one finds 
mosques and temples situated close to each other. This 
place lb o hol\ integtation OT two religions with the 
holy P'ushI-<ai temples on one hand and the Darqah of 
fhwaja Moinuddin Chishti on the other. The unique blend 
of Hinduism and Isl-^ m gives this town a unique charac -
( ei . 
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fmpof'tant places or tourist interest in Aimer Are : 
Darqah :- It is in the heart ai the city and is popu-
larly t nown as Darqah Sharif, the tomb of fhwaja I'loi-
nuddin Chisti, t nown as Ihwaja Sahib or- Gharib Nav-jaz. It 
15 great centre of pilgrimage of huslims and attracts 
thousands of pilgrims ft'om different parts of the world. 
Even Emperor At bar sought blessings from the Sufi Saint 
ror a son here. 
Adhai-Din-t a-Jhopra :- Situated at the foot of Taragarh 
hill, an e;;qui5ite specimen of architecture. It was 
originally a sanslrit college built in 11th Century and 
laLt_M L.uHv'erttJd in la cs I'lusque by Mohammed Bauri in 12th 
Century. 
t-lasiyan Red temp le :- It is a beautiful modern Jain 
building of the late i9th Century comprising of a 
'Digamber temple and imposing double storeyed hall. It 
was built by Mool Chand Soni in 1865. It is constructed 
with red atone and is named after" its builder^. 
Anasagar :- It is one of the loveliest artificial lates 
or India. It was constructed by t ing Anaji, grandfather 
of Prithvira^i Chauhan, and is formed by raising huge 
tiTibantment between two hills. 
1 aragat'h Fort : - It was built by Ajaipal Chauhan in 
7th Century A.D. it is 2855 ft. high from mean sea level 
and 800 ft. frodi the gi-uund level. Thet-e are five water 
tant s arid c> iiiosquu ol Wr. Saiyad Hussain ^han3wan inside 
11-1 e r o r t u r e 5 s . 
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Uovernment Muaeum :- It is one of the oldest museum in 
Raj asthan and was rounded in 1905. It is housed in a 
fort built by Mughal Emperor Aibar. It is rich in its 
tullt^ction oi [liiyhal and K^jput ar'moury and some doll 
cate sculpture pieces of the t^ egion. 
Swami Dayanand Sarast^at i Smar'at : - The founder of Arya 
Scima ], Swami Dayanand Saraswati selected this place for 
the centre of religious activities. 
Pushkar :- Its is a large Lake in the north-west of 
Ajmer just 11 l-ms. away. The Nag Pahar seperates Push-
tar and Ajmet--. F'usht ar tale is surrounded by bathinq 
Qhatb csnd hab its relioious significance rooted in a 
myth. Accor^ding to Padam Puran, Brahma was in search 
of suitable place to perform yagna as he moved a lotus 
fell from hi5> hand and struct three places where water 
sprouted forth. 1he three places were called Jayestha, 
Madhya and I anistha Pusht ar^  and Javi^stha Pushi ar was 
= tjlected by Brcihma to form the fagna. As a holy city, 
Pushiar is surrounded in temples and has the temple of 
lord Brahma, the creator, presumably, the only of its 
tind in India. 
IQO 
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6.1 BHARATPUR 
Founded by haharaja buraj Mai in 1733 A.D., Bharatpur is 
popularly described as the eastern Qatewa\ ot Fcajasthari. 
it, was ortce an invincible we 1 1 - tort 11 led township, 
moulded out of a i^egion fot"iTierl\ ^ nown as fiewat. But 
today Bharatpur is well tnown for its world famous bird 
=5 ^  n c t u a t" y . 
Fec^thers, winqs and beales Tind a heaven in this beauti-
ful green ar-ea. A flutter r^eveals a brilliant rlash or 
(eabhior-s. A ftoisy Tlcippinq OT winqs charms into a s(3ft 
cloud, lUinylinM wiLh th^ j ^\ \ . borne byautitul bird::^  
chiipiiuj and Lwillci m y c^n liu i^ ocMi which h.ivu ru.'VLM' 
been seen before. Bir^ds with feathers, briyht and 
i( idescen L - spart a bt" i 1 1 i c^fiCi^  fUyht beTore \aur c^/es. 
t-i piece wher'vi thu- silence is broken on 1 > bv -\ squawl , -a 
flutter^ or perhcups z* lilting bira song, where the Tlap 
pinq of wiriy-j IS the /ery beatintj pulse of the lite and 
venue or Lh^ircitpur. rt land where the birds region 
supreme ?nd man loots on in a dazed wonder. The Indian 
Sarus i.crane; and Siberian Crane, the crouncha patshi 
of the Hindu mythology. All these tate flight into a 
r^aptinous brilliance and joyous loots. The famous 
places to visit sre the Government huseum and Jawahar 
Bur" 3. 
The ^eoladeo national Fart was a r^ oyal hunting preserve 
of the princely ramily of Bharatpur. Today it is one of 
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the biggest bird sanctuat-ie= in India. 
higrator^y birds i Loci here in Juiy/August on the marshes 
and low lying tt^ees. They breed here til J 
i)i t c)t)t_M / riDvombur. I here are thoi ny babul it ees with 
their taps abuve the water holding the nests OT thou 
sands or bir-ds that migrate here. Ihat laoi ttuely a 
fantasy of feathers. It is the birds t ingdom where 
wings tc4 e Iht:- tune or blended notes. 1 he beauty pre-
sented to man here is simply amazing. The variety of 
birds to seen is most spectacular. One may get struct 
with the peculiarity in each bird. 
iit.-Side=) tJit^ d^  tht-'re are also wild lire species Khythan, 
fot^cupine, I'Jilqai, Spotted Deer, Sambhar^ and wild bear. 
Deeq Deeg located about 32 tms Trom Bharatpur was 
the royal suinmer^  r'esoi t of the tuier's or Bharatpur. It 
IS dotted with =4 numoet ol Tot ts, palaces and gardens 
well-lnown Tor their- spectacular- ar^ ch i tec tural splen-
dour . )ht.- cj,->rcie)'i ^ ha/« be-JuLitul tint ling rountains and 
durd -^, UJL'S =-1 iiiL.1 le'.^  t ic fiuqh^l =t\le. The nearby places 
here ar-e bopal bhavan and buraj Bhawan. 
Apar-t from this ther-e are many other- places lite Luhar-
gar-h For"t, bover^ niTie/it Museum, I'-Jehr-u Far-I and Gandhi 
Bc'tr-t , Jaw_Ht"iar~l .•< 1 Binji Ihe talw^ce etc. 
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6.2 JAIPUR 
Jaipur I nown as fhe pin^ cit,, was the 5tate capital 
built in 1727 A.b. It ar-aws its name Trom an astronomer 
()i iiKL.' jawai Jai uingd 11, CtaJled amoncj tho rugcjL'd 
hills of th'i i^ra.allis, the city is dividod into seven 
rt-jc lanqul ar bluLl^ l)uilt un the linen or ancient Hindu 
treatiS'S on ari_h i tec tur"e, E/hilpci Shastra with well-
laid main roads are the side lanes lying at i^ ight 
angles. The entire city 15 encii"cled by a fortitied 
wall and guarded by seven gates. 
Jaipur IS a fairy-tale in stone, chiselled out of the 
desert. Ihe e;>quisite buildings in pint terra cotta, 
tracing the delicate filigree wort on over-hanging 
portico balconies, echo the tales of chivalrous Rajputs. 
Be/iving legends, creating a world, untolding a cultur^e-
uniqiie arid amazifig. 
Wfiile all thi=j colours the city, the people lend it a 
shade of gr-ace and buovancv. Women in bright, swishing 
s[ iris and j/en iri huge turbans, are seen dancing sing-
ing and bringing together a festivity of joy. 
Jaipur OTfers a radiance - daczling with peacocts, 
palaces, for^ t s, gai^dens and intriguing bazaars. The 
silver and ivor-_v intr^icac les, quaint marble objects and 
jewellery spangled all over the baiaar. 
Ihi', i[)hindout >)t the > ily i -n tie ('n)Ovrd in the form ot 
=* mi no ling uf trc-id i t lona 1 .-^nd modern art is famous lor 
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man V places O T tourist attraction of which a few are 
mentioned here. 
IJie City Pa 1 ace and t_he^  Museum - Nestled right in the 
hc-cirfc or the Tortifieil c i t >-, crie city palace and the 
(ULi^ euni ar !_' the iiiipQ-.^ uiy blend- of traditional [\a,iaithan 
and fluqhal art. Within the walls are a number of places; 
the Diwari-i-Mam or hall of public auaience, the Diwan--i 
I hcJS: or hcill ot pri-. ate audience with a splendid marble 
paved qaller>, the hubaiat Mahal and the 7 storied 
Ctisndra M a h a l . 
''''§i J'fllltiiiL" ['J^ ritaj^ . (Ubser ^ ator v ^  - Built even betore 
Lhe city ul J<nipui m 1/'J6 A.U. this observator^y is 
popularly I nown as Jantar Mantar located to the soutti 
east OT Chandra Mahal it is the longest and best main-
tc?ined of the fi.e observatories built by Sawai Jai 
S1 n q h . 
The Hawa Mahal - The Hawa Mahal is the landmarl of 
J.*it)ui , thu plai_i' uj f i-/ini);- L]( JV-J5 lis ricimtj T)'uni cool 
uesterl\' winds thai blow through it. It W:bi= built by 
t'Iciharaja Cawai t r .itciq Singh in 1799 A.b. It stands five 
storev high with a spectacular facade, festooned with 
o,et" hanging windows with latticed screens, domes and 
spirori. I I uin these windows, the ladies of the court 
could view the new scenes and sites of city below. 
Lh§ Cov ind D e ^ i Temple - The city palace comple;> 
en,'eloped with Palaces and gardens also includes the 
temple of uovind bev]i. Ihis is the temple of Lord 
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( ri3hna. A large number oT people Tloct everyday to 
this piouB temple to offer their prayei-s. it was de-
siqned so that the f inq could see the house of Ijod from 
thu Lhandi c* hahc*], which stands e.^actl. opposite to the 
Lemp1e. 
Lb^ Cen tral t'luseum - ^ 41 so J nown as the Albet^t Hall, it 
lies to south ot the walled citj in the sprawl inq f<am 
Niwas Gat^den tht; Dai^bar Hall, built in 188 7 A.D. has a 
pleasant blend or the Oriental and Victorian architec-
ture. It displa/s a v-ast collection of metal ware, 
ivorv carvinm, jc^wellerv, Le,,tile, pottery, wood carvinq 
in addition tu sculptur^e^s and paintings. It is particu--
iar-ly t ictt in iipouimenb or embossed, hammered and chi-
selled br^assware. Also our interesting display of rural 
1 1 f t^  in F\a J as th^n . 
The Dolls fluseum - Housed in the compound OT the Deaf 
and Dumb School near the Police Memorial, exquisite 
drjll_j oi vctr^ iouj n _^t 1 iina 1 1 I 1 OS in =^ 11 their iinery can 
be seen in the Doll=. fluseum. 
1 he Zooloqical Garden - Set in the landscaped surround-
inqs QT the Kam Hiwas Gar^den, the Zoological Garden has 
a numbet" or bir'ds and animals. It also house^ a craco 
dile and python breedinq tarm. 
The ArrilOiiL l-'alace and the '^ort - About 11 t ms from the 
city of JaipLir 5re the Amier Palace and tne Tort sur-
rounded by the wooded hills, it over'loots the Delhi-
Jaipur highway. A marvelous e,ample oT Rajput architec-
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tui e with its tef^races and r^ampartB reflected in the 
haota lake below. Within the palace, there is the Jai 
riaridir ar the hell or ulorv with its faiTious Sl"ieesh Mahal 
the qiitterinq H« 1 1 of tlirtorB where reflections ci'eates 
a tantc^lisinq elfect. H single fldine yives rise to a 
twmtlinq qala,,y all around vou. 
iii:^  bi sod 1 =t h'et 1 ace ancJ Garden - About B [ ms from the 
cit>, the tjisodia palace and the garden were built by 
Maharaja bawai Jai Singh in 1770 h.D. for his queen 
bisodia. fhe palace consists OT a central room with 
gaJlei-its on tht ee sides surrounded all around by tei'-
t -^ utd 9tii duiin wher'^ e lounlains and pools lends it an 
Qhn4.:*n((.' turlhu-r c-nhanced by lUciyn i t ic lat piecL.' of sculp 
iure. 
Gai t o r I t IS a b tms f r o m J a i p u r C i t y and h a s ; a 
numbet-" o f e l e g a n t C h h a t r i s ot^ C e n t a p h s o f t i n g s s t a n d i n 
i s o l a t i o n a t t h e b a s e o f N a h a r g a r h h i l l s . The c e n o t a p h 
o r b a w a i J^ii i ) j n u h 11 i s one u i t h e most b e a u t i f u l 
b u i l d i n g s . i\ w r i t e f u a r b l e s t r u c t u r e , i n t r i c a t e l y 
c^t s ed a l l o / t r l.ho l iJ t 'ge doine and the i^e a r e t w e n t y 
p i l l a t ' S t o s u p p o r t i t . u t h e r c t ^ n o t a p h s a r e t h o s e o f 
fictdho S i n q h , r\^ni o i n g n and h r a t a p S i n g n . 
] h o Li4n._i Ibt." p i o u a p l d u e IS a b u u t 1 o I in^ f i oiii t h o 
c i t v . l o t h e e a s t o r t h e c i t y , i t i s a h o l y pond i n a 
y u i g e . Hie i e y e n d goes t h o i s=*ya b ^ l ^ i j , p e r f o i ^ m e d pen -
i^fice at U£< l ta . tl:^^y peop le ; coine het^e t o t a t e a d i p i n t o 
11; >^  h o 1 v w a t e r . 
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Crowning the crest of the ridqe is the m a m Sun Temple 
with the spring which offers a splendid view of the 
city. It mates an e;.eel lent picnic spot. 
1 ne Nanarqat^h Fgr_t - It is ISims from the City. One can 
rt>ach htjre, weaving ttirough the hills Trom Amet^, either 
by 5 vehicle or- for the mor-e ener-getic- one on foot. 
The tort atop a hill, offers a dt^eath-tal ing view of the 
sprawling city below. It was originally I-nown as Suder-
shangarh Fort. built by Sawai Jai Singh in 1734 A.D. 
the upper floor was constructed bv Sawai Ram Singh II in 
1860 6V A.D. awO later on more apar^tments were added by 
a 'jaw-ti I'ladhu LjinijU 11 in IVU- U1. A.U. 
Srjnijanet;^  - Abdut 16 I ms towards the South of Jaipur 
lies this picturesque town. It has historical resins oT 
the Jain temples, towers and gateway. The ornate Jain 
Temples display intricate car-vings and idols of polished 
marble. The highlight of the town is its hand-made 
pappr ctnd blacA pi inting. Ihe airpor^t is also located 
here. 
V 1 d V adhar" J 1 _^a_ fc<agfi - Seven I ilometet^s Trom Jaipur and 
built by the chiel at^chitect and town planner of Sawai 
Jai Singh II is '-.'idhyadhar j i ta bagh named after- Vidhy--
adharji. Terraced gardens, fountains, pools and further 
embellishing the ama - concealed lights at the base of 
the surr-ounding hills outlining them against the dart en-
1 n g sty. 
The Pc3L°. Gf^Qund - The sport of the aristocrat played on 
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norse bact pcesents mat^velous e,.citement and B\ ill. 
But in Rajasthan ther'e 15 mor-e then just horse polo. 
There are the elephant polo, camel polo and the bicycle 
polo. Ihe Ra.iasthan polo Club in Jaipur 15 one of the 
iiius:. t pt ub L ig luui. cluh& and India 3 distinguished polo 
player^i are its members. Sprincj (harch^ is the polo 
season in Jaipur, when five polo tout^naments are held. 
bawai Madho Singli 3ald Vase, lata Cup, Sirmui^ Lup, 
Nvsore Cup and Arqentine Cup. 
Jaipur literally means the city of victors, . It is 
famous not only ror its glorious and t^omantic p^st but 
dlju Tur ita btjauty, ^randam and symmeti^ical layout. 
Ihe city 15 jurrciunded on the notHh and the enst by 
ruqqed hills crowned with Forts. 
Rambaoh h'ai. acB - fhe residence of royal family till a 
Tew ,ears ago is now a hotel. Big terraces, corridors, 
splendid reception and banquet rooms are gracefully and 
fancifully done L(p. fhe hotel suites at^ e now decorated 
with local handicrafts and textiles. A magnificent 
rooms TLirnished iri Chinese style with many antiques that 
were personal collection of the tiaharaja is now a bar 
and r-eception room. 
Over (o rooni;^ . fio3t or triem air conditioned. Tennis 
squash court ana golf course and a swimming pool ars 
added facilities. 
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6.3 JODHPUR 
The city of Jodhpur', opening to the Thar, stands in 
defiance to all the vacjaries of the desert land. The 
vast scrub land, t^ oct y and thorny, lies in the Marwar 
country, the home of the Rathore rulers and the owe 
princely state of Rajasthan. Marwar of 'Maroodesh', 
the land of the sand was conquered by them after the 
fall of Delhi and tannauj. 
In 1459 A.D. Rao Jodha, Chief of the Rathore clan if 
Rajputs, who claimed descent from Rama, the epic hero of 
Ramayana, laid the foundations of Jodhpur. A high stone 
wall protects the well fortified city. The wall is 
nearly lo kms in length and has eight gate facing var-
ious directories. Within it stands an imposing fort on a 
low range of sandstone hills, about 125 m above the 
surroundings plains. It is invincible and doubtless in 
its leaqiKi with time. 
The city lies at the root of the hills. The clean 
distinction between the old and new city is visible from 
the ramparts of the fort. 
On the other side of the city, facing the fort is the 
Uinaid Lihawan Palace, one of the most specious sprawling 
and well planned in India. And from here, as one lool-s 
out at the fort, a tantalising view rises before one's 
eyes, at sunset. The peculiar slant of the sunlight 
lends the desert landscape an awe-inspiring glow and the 
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people, a chivalry undaunted. 
The Meharqarh Fort -
Mehargarh means a majestic and regal fort. It stands as 
a sentinel to the city below, it crowns an aloof per-
pendicular diff-an-ambience of long forgotten grandeur 
pervading all around. Raj Jodha shifted his capital 
from handore for^  str^ategic reasons and founded the fort 
in 1459 A.D. when the ancient capital of Mandore was 
lost to the enemy. 
Though the surroundings are typically rugged and rocky, 
the hehar^garh Fort is accessible by jeep through a 
narrow passage, leading to seven gates. 
Ihe palace itself is inttMcately adorned with long 
carved panels and latticed windows of e;;quisite designs 
in red sand stone. 
There are various apartments within, the Moti Mahal or 
the 'Pearl F'alace , the F'hool Mahal or the 'Flower 
Falace , the Shet?sh Mahal or the Mirror Palace', Sileh 
thana and Daulat Jhana rich in their intriguing collec-
tions of palanquins, elephant howndah, royal cradles, 
miniature paintings of various schools, foU- music 
instruments, costumes, furniture and resplendent ar-
moury. 
Traditional folk musicians in the fort with their lilt-
ing tunes, complete the picture of a by gone era-re-
vived. 
The display of canons on the ramparts near the Chamunda 
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Temple, is one of rarest in India. A wonderful aerial 
view of the city can be observed from here, either 
qlowinq noon-day desert sunlight or in the tantalising 
evening light. 
JcAbwant Ihandd -A r^ oyal crematorium built close to the 
fart in memot-y of Maharaja Jaswant Singh II. This 
imposing while marble memorial was built in 1899 A.D. 
This cenotaph houses the portraits of the rulers of that 
a era, showing the genealogy of the dynasty. There are 
four cenotaphs in marble, built to commemorate the acts 
of bravery and generosity of fouf^ successive rulers. 
LJmaui Dhawan Palace 
This exquisite palace was built by Maharaja Umaid Singh 
in 1827-42 A.D. and was named after him. It is better 
tnown as Chhittor Palace, because a particular type of 
sandstone, called Chhittor has been used in the building 
of this palace. Today a part of the palace has been 
converted into a hotel. But part of it still retains 
the royal ambience in all its glory and is open to 
visitors. 
Government Museum :- Nestled in the middle of the Umaid 
Public Garden, this museum has a rich collection of 
e!;hibit5, displays splendour armoury, textiles, local 
arts and crafts, miniature paintings, portraits of 
rulers, manusctupts and images of J a m T irthankaras. 
Girdl^ ot and Sardar Mart et 
Situated near the cloct Tower, one feel the merry din 
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of a colourTul bazaar. The whole place is throbbing 
with activity. fJar-'r^ow lanes lined with tiny shop trans-
port us to a different world altogether. Exquisite 
Rajasthani textiles, handicrafts, day figurines, camel 
and elephants in all their finery, marble curios with 
inlay wor-t and exquisite silver jewellery so typical of 
Kajasthan. 
Rajasthani Research Institute, Chopasni 
This place has special significance for its studies of 
the Rajasthani language, literature and foU lore. This 
institute has a rich collection of manuscripts (about 
JUUUU) and F\ajput paintings. 
The largest residential school in Rajasthan the Chopasni 
School, 15 situated here. This place is well I nown for 
its architectural beauty, vast open environment, natural 
landscape and especially, the unique method of educa-
tion. 
Mahamandir Temple 
Literally it means the great temple, a place where 
sacred glory reigns supreme in a peaceful tranquility. 
Situated on Mandore road, the temple is an architectural 
splendour, supported by a 100 pillars and ornamental 
with detailed designs and figures depicting various 
postures of yoga. The overall structure is marl-ed by a 
unique and original style. 
The I ai lana Lai e 
Situated on Jaisalmer Road this is a charming spot with 
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a small artificial late. If one? stays here to tat-e 
delight in the sunset one can enjoy it fully. It is 
lite a canvas with a splash of romentic colours. The 
beauty will linger on in one s mind for a long time. 
Balsamend Lai e And Falace 
An enchanting picnic spot with coal breezes weaving 
through the lush graves of mango, guava, papaya and 
other fruits. 
A placid artificial late with a summer palace on the 
embantment. It was built by Balak Rao Parihan in 1159 
A.D. the scene surroundings will leave you at peace with 
yaurself . 
handor'e tiardens 
The ancient capital of Marwar, which was abondoned for 
strategic resons, lies here in crumbling rums. 
The highlight of this place is the Hall of Heroes which 
house sixteen gigantic figures, chiseled out of one 
single roct. The statues are either of popular Hindu 
deities or famous foU dieties. "Devals' or royal 
cenotaphs in the farm of temples were built in the 
memory of Maharaja Jaswant Singh and Maharaja Ajit 
Singh, Perched on a high plinth crowned with soaring 
spries, they are ornate with exquisite sculptures that 
reflects the glory of the Mar-war epoch. All this is 
enveloped m the folds of landscaped gardens with cool 
breeze caressing the structures all around. 
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6.4 MOUNT ABU 
With Scorching, burnished sand all around Mount abu 
eiiudes freshness. Lush landscaped hills with balmy 
bruezki. Wafting in, create an enticing charm. fL^ 'ched 
up on the highest point of the Aravallis, about 1200 
mts. above the sea level, Mount Abu, a delightful summer 
and winter resort, is one of the prettiest hill stations 
of India. 
The verdant surroundings lush and Charming, interspersed 
with huge granite rocts-enhance its beauty. The varied 
I iof^ a TuunU hef^ e ib a special feature of this hill 
station, 
Abu, according to the legend, stands for the son of the 
Himalays- deriving its name from Arbuda, the powerful 
ser'pent who came to the rescue of the sacred bull of 
Shiva, Nandi, who fall into a charm. 
The famous Natti Late here according to the legend was 
e;;cavated by the finger nails of the gods. Mount Abu 
was the seat of the great sage Vashishta. It was from 
the sacrificial fire of this sage, that Brahmin priests 
performed Yajana and created a r^ ace of warriors the four 
Rajputs clans. luday this place besides being a hill 
resort, is also a celebrated place of Jain pilgrimage. 
Mount Abu is of special archaeological interest with its 
famous five Dilware Jain temples and many other monu-
ments that add to the attractions of this unique hill 
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resort. 
Di1wara Jain Temples 
The temples here, built between 11th and 13th centuries 
are famous for their rich intricate carvings in marble. 
So exquisite in the wQr^ het^ e that the sculptors seem to 
have lend then soul to every tiny frieze. It is indeed 
the most splendid dedication to the Jain Teerthan Karas 
and a masterpiece ir» architecture. 
Vimal Vashi and Luna Vashi are the two famous temples. 
The former was the first Jain temple built in 1031 A.D. 
in the village of Dilwara by Vimal Shah, the minister 
at bhiin Deva, tritj first bolanKi ruler of Gujarat. It 
IS dedicated to Adinath, the first Jain Teerthankara. 
Constructed out of white Marble from the Makrana mine, 
it IS plain from the outside but the interior in richly 
ornamented with sculpture. 
The other Jain Temple was built 200 yrs later in 1231 
A.D. by two brother Vastupal and Tejpal, who belonged 
to the Porwal Jain community and were monsters of Raja 
Viradhawaler, a ruler of Gujarat. This temple is dedi-
cated to Neminath the twenty second Jain Teerthanakara. 
Rewards in the form of th silver and gold equivalent to 
the weight of marble covet^ed, were offered to the 
labout^ers. A great deal if inspiration, devotion, love 
and encouragement was involved in the construction of 
this temple. 
The most strit. ing teature oT this last Jain temple built 
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in the Solanki style of architecture, is the marble 
pendant in the dome of the perch. It drops from the 
ceiling like an enchanting cluster of half open lotuses 
whose cups are so finely carved that they appear to be 
transparent. 
Adhar Devi Temple 
A beautiful temple chiseled out of a huge rock it is 
formed by a natural cleft. it is also known as the 
Arbuda Devi Temple,e. A climb of 200 steps takes up the 
top of the hill, where homage to the goddess can be 
paid. 
NaVi 1 Lake 
Near the Raghunath temple is the lovely placed Nakki 
Lake, an artificial sheet of cool green water, studded 
with little islets. Overhanging this is the famous Toad 
Rock, so called because it looks like a gigantic toad 
just about to leap into the water. This lake, as legend 
has it, was dry out by the gods with their nailsCnakh). 
A number of temples and cave-dwellings of ascetics skirt 
this lake. 
Gaumul-h Temp le 
A little brook flowing from the mouth of a marble cow 
gives the shrine its name. It was here that the legend 
of the tour Agnilula clans of the Rajputs was born. 
Nearby is the marble image of Nandi who rescued by the 
mighty serpent Arbuda. Carved out of a rock, the hill 
temple of Arbuda lies in picturesque backdrop. 
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Sunset Point 
This place offers a tantalising view of crimson colour 
of dusk kissing the luch plains on the horizon. 
Honeymoon Poin t 
Until recently known as the Anadra Point, this place 
provides a severe aura with a pleasant view of Vardant 
valley and plains. It looks especially beautiful during 
the sunset hour. 
Shr1 Raghunath ji Temple -
Situated near the Nakki Lake, it is believed that Sri 
f\amanand, the famous Hindu preacher, placed the image of 
bf-i Kagtiunathji on this spot in 14th Century. 
Gardens and Peaks 
Beautiful gardens blooming in a riot of colour can be 
visited. Some of them are Ash ok Vatika, Gandhi Park, 
Municipal Park, Shaitan Singh Park and Terrace Garden. 
Nearby Excursion points. 
Achalgarh 11 tm. A glorious Shiva temple stands here. 
Nearby a few statues carved intricately, lie on the 
banks of Mandal^ini Park. 
Guru Shikar 15 km. This is the highest Peak of the 
Ar-'avallis at an altitude of 1740 metres where temple and 
foot pmnts of God. Dethetr^eya are wot^shipped. The 
Aravali range is one of the oldest mountain ranges of 
the world. 
Entertainment |( Shopping 
Sports Boat raiding on Nal ki Lake and hor^ se and camel 
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ridmg facilities are offered here. 
Shopping curios in marble, sandalwood and sandstone can 
be bought from the shops around Nakki Lake. Also Kota 
Sarees lac bangles and linen with Sanganeri prints. 
Places to Stay 
Hotel Shilar <R.T.D.C.) Super deluxe, deluxe, ordinary 
rooms, dot^mitories are available. Purjan Niwas (Youth 
Hostel) Dormitory accommodation is available here. 
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6.5 UDAIPUR 
GleaminQ in its abundance of lakes and palaces, this 
city has been described a "the most romantic spot on the 
continent of India" by Col. James Todd in his Annals and 
Antiquities. Nestled in a valley away the lush hills of 
the Aravillis, on the banks of the shimmering Lake 
Pichola, stands the dazzling marble city of Udaipur. 
An interesting legend forms the backdrop of the origin 
of this city. Maharana Udai Singh, Hurting a rabbit one 
ddiy fcjncouf) Lyr-fcfil c^ f tibc ir\a L1119 lake. Spatting a sadhu 
(icai li\ ho ar)U(jl»< hic h I c!«« j HQ c,. It wsK the &adhu who 
told him that if he built his capital here, on the edge 
of lal<e Pichola, it would nevet^  be captured. In 1559 
A.D. Udai Singh erected his new capital in this fertile 
valley, interspersed with three lotus Picaia, Fateh 
Sagar and Udai Sagar. 
Udai Singh built him famous magnificient palace on a low 
ridge at the edge of late picholaJ 
The palaces hold out a wonder. The architecture whis-
pers the mood of the days of yore. The city seated in 
tradition and legends-echoes the bugles and trumpets of 
teys who stalVed these streets. 
The rugged sand dunes oT Rajasthan recede to the bacl--
ground here. One would not tnow one is in desert land. 
What one will remember is the enchanting late city, 
becoming in lush gardens. 
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Ci ty F'alace huseum 
A place where granite and marble have been last a soul. 
They seem ta breathe a harmoniaus splendour. The spar-
Minc) white filigr^ etid balconies and windows ornate 
arches and cupolas atop magnificient octagonal towers. 
Brandeur and intricacy stroted all over. 
And when we are within palaces await us. Suraj Gothada 
or Sun Balcony, Badi Mahal or Garden palaces Sheesh 
Mahal, Bhim Vilas, Chini Chitrasale and Mor Chate or 
FL'CACQC^ Cout^yar^d and outstanding piece of craftsmanship 
in glasia. The ylittetung mosaic portrays the national 
bird of India in different seasons of the year, in 
gracefully decorated designs. 
Jaqdish Temple 
Built in 1651 A.D. by Maharaja Jagat Singh I. Imposing 
Sculptural figures form its character. it offers a 
glorious view of the city from its main entrance. -It is 
the lar^ gest and most splendid temple m Udaipur. The 
lively hymns ring through the air filling you with 
tranqui1 peace. 
Bharat lya Loal- \ ala Museum 
This Indian foU art museum displays a rich collection 
of foU dresses, ornaments, puppets, masks, dolls foU 
musical instruments, foU dieties and paintings. An 
interesting tribal art collection fills with joy. 
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Seh 11 von kx Ban 
This garden of the mai^s of honour, brings to the fire 
the unique life style of the royal ladies who once lived 
here. This spectacular garden has four pools ornate 
with delicately chiseled kiosks and elephants in marble. 
Fountains spurting out a beauty surrounding the lotus 
pool, a marble throne and a sitting room. 
Pratap Memorial 
Erected in the memory of the brave Maharna Pratap at 
Hull Mdydirl uf fuarl Hillock overlooliny hateh Sagar 
'•=''•«=• '"» briin;?o olaliio n f Mi»h^ r;»n-> Pratap J« pKicisd on 
top of the hill. The path islined with tears which 
envelops us as we go up to pay homage to the pioneer of 
freedom- Pratap the great. A Japanese rock-cut garden 
enhances its beauty. 
Fateh Saqar Laie 
Set up by Maharana Fateh Singh, this elegant lake is 
wrapped on ;three side by hills and the Pratap Memorial 
on the fourth side. You can boat on the rippling waters 
and row across to Nehru Park an Island Garden, on a 
serene afternoon. The Fateh sagar drive running along 
the winding shores of the lake transports us to a dif-
ferent world altogether. 
Pichola Lake 
The legendary lake that entranced Maharana Udai Singh. 
It is sutn-ounded by hills, palaces, temples, bathing 
ghats and embankments. 
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Set splendidly in the late are two island palaces, Jaq 
Mandir and Ja.Q Niwas < Late Palace). 
Ahar Museum 
In the crumbling remains of the ancient city Ahar, stand 
the royal cenotaphs of the Maharana of llewar, wondrous 
piece of architecture. A small government museum houses 
a rare collection of earthen pots and various other 
objects of art from these ruins, dating baci- to 5000 
years. 
SaJ J an Garh 
I r\()wn aa the hanaoon F'alace, the aerial view of the 
city from here leaves one entranced. The while wonder 
of Udaipur reflects a serenity and a joy, deep with in. 
Gulab Baqh 
It is a Rose Garden laid out be haharana Sajjan Singh. 
Few gardens in India offer such a spectacular beauty. 
An elegant building houses a library with a rich collec-
tion of old boots. A childr^en mini train, the Aravilli 
E,;pre5s, is a delightful way to see the e;cpensive gar-
den . 
Nearby Excursion Points are 
Et 1 inq 31 
Chiseled out of sandstone and marble, this temple of 
Etlingji was built in 734 A.D. complex of 108 temples 
enclosed by higher walls in devoted to this deity of the 
Maharanas of Mewar. It has an ornate 'Mandap or pill-
ered hall, under the canopy oT a huge pyramidical roof 
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composed of hundred of i nots. 
Naqada 
This ancient place in Mewar, dates from the 6th Century 
A.D. The Sas-Bahu temple het^ e ( 9th-10th century) are 
resplendent xn their intricate carvings and the splendid 
Jain temples of Adbudji is also there. 
Haldiqhati 
A place of immense historic interest. The memorable 
battle between Maharana Pratap and the Mughal Emperor 
Akhar w«*ffl fouqht huro in lf>/6 A.D. Ther^ e is a Chhatri 
*ledicated to th« faithful horse of Maharana Pratap -
Cheta^ . 
Nathdwara 
This simple shrine is one of the most celebrated of the 
Vaishnava shrines of Shri Nathji or Lord ^ rishna. It 
was built in the early 8th Century. Thousand of pil-
grims from all parts of India visit this shrine during 
Diwali, Holi and Janamashtami, Foreigners are not per-
mitted inside and no photography of this holly monument 
IS allowed. 
'^ankrol i 
Devoted to Lord ^ rishna, it is important Vaishnava 
temple and ranis very high among the temples of Vallab--
hacharya sect. It is better tnown as Dwarkadhish and 
resembles the famous Nathdwara Shrine. 
Rajsamand Lai e 
It 15 situated close to fant roll. This dam was built by 
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haharana Raj singh in 166U A.D. many e;;quisite arches 
and Chhatris adorn the embantment. 
\ umbhalqarh Fort 
After the fort of Chittaurgarh, this is the second most 
important fort in Rajasthan. Perched atop the Aravalis 
it was built by Maharana ^umbha in the 15th Century. It 
IS accessible by jeep from Kelwara tht-"ouqh the seven 
great gates "Badal Mahal" or the "Cloud Palace" at the 
top offers a scenic view of the surrounding countryside, 
tt Wc->i8 renuvatwd irt IVth contury. 
Here the 10th century Ambit a Mata Temple is well pre-
served in all its splendour. It is popularly referred 
to as the Khajuraho of Rajasthan because of e,:quisite 
carvings and female sculpture. 
Jai Samand Lai e 
This 15 the second largest artificial late in Asia. It 
was built by Maharaja Jai Singh in the 17th century 
Graceful marble chhatris festom the embantment. And on 
either sides are built, summer" palaces for the tings 
favourite queens. Tribesmen (the Bhils) still inhabit 
the islands in Jaisamand Lake. 
A trip to Jai Samand wildlife sanctuary makes an e;;cit-
ing visit. We can see the animals in their natural 
habitat at close range. Perhaps a panther on till, wild 
bear, deer, four horned. antelope, mongoose and var-
ious species of migratory birds. 
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Entertainment and shoppinQ 
Clubs - Clubs in Udaipur that offer some activities 
are field club, Rotary club and lions club. 
Fishing - ^or enthusiastic angles, there is the Jai-
Samond Lat-.e. License can be obtained from the Fisheries 
Department. 
Swimming - Facilities are offered by the lake Palace 
Hotel on prior permission from the Management. Other 
Places with a swimming pool are Hotel Laxmi Vilas Pal-
tkcu, Shikdfbadi and Lalu end Hotel, Hotel Shiva Niwas 
Pf«lflr.e, Bhilpi F'^ 'ysti!»uri^ nt. 
Shopping - Shopping in Udaipur can be endless. The 
rich culture and tradition of the place has given rise 
to many objects of exquisite beauty dainty folk toys, 
brightly coloured garments, hard printed textiles, 
batiks, and tie and dye sarees and fabrics. F'lchwars or 
wall hangings are paintings on cloth which are world 
renowned for their vivid colours and themes. 
The smooth shine of metal images, rustic and chunky 
silver jewellery, the flowing tender wood of wood cut 
toys all reveal craftsmanship as its peak. 
Shopping Areas - Rajasthan Government Handicrafts Empo-
rium Chetak Circle, Bapu Bazar, City Market, Chetak 
Circle Hathi Pol and Palace Road. 
CHAPTER 
SEVEN 
CONCLUSION & 
SUGGESTIONS 
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TDurism is the largest foreign e,;change earner for the 
country. Development of tour^ ism is as multi dimensional 
phnnnmu'noii rnnsi'^ liiui t) f many diverse but interdependent 
activities and tells cooperation and coordination 
amongst the hoteliers, tour operators, planners and 
local administrators. The objective of tourism are to 
generate social economic and cultural benefits lil-e 
employment, tax revenue and generation and foreign 
e;;chartge earTungb. Tourism ii> a mean of promoting and 
social and cultur^tl cohension and national integration 
by mcrtisabiug cunimuii icaL iun and cuntact arguintjii L ing 
public utilities and social facilities by enhancing 
municipal revenue and financial assistance from the 
government sources and pros'iding support to local handi-
crafts and cultural activties by encouraging souverigns 
trade tourist festival and locality based entertainment 
programmes. The tourism industry seems to be more suit-
able as compared to any other industry in Rajasthan as 
it has got a very bright future ahead . The main thrust 
of the government should be to boost tourism in this 
region and to provide facilities for tourists. 
India as a whole has a good prospectus of accelerating 
the growth rate of tourism in the coming years as world 
tourism is once again buoyant. The increase in income 
level, mobility more leisure time, travel facilities , 
motivates people to travel and constant efforts should 
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be made for providincj eminities accessibility and accom-
odation facility which is sure to accelerate the the 
inflow of the domestic as well as international tourists 
in India and mor'tj significance in Rajasthan. 
For the development of tourism in Rajasthan. Certain 
plans have been made by the government of Rajasthan. 
Certain other policies and planning issued by the state 
government are being made with the help of central 
government for inlifting up the social and economic 
statiis of the society. 
TourJgm in Rajasthani some planning IBSUBB 
Planning is a means oT deciding in advance as to what to 
do, why to do, where to do, with which to do, when to do 
and who is to do it. The serious situations caused by 
haphazard and development has made people and the Gov-
ernment aware of the need for planning of tourism devel-
opment based on scientific research of the requirements 
of the travel martet and the capacity of the area to 
tale in the tourist. Where modern industrial life makes 
inroads into ancient societies, traditional values begin 
to totte;;. Tourism in a social form of industrialization 
with all its advantages and disadvantages. Its advan-
tages have to be grasped and utilised with care so that 
the impact of disa advantages may be minimised. It is 
here the planning comes in. The task of planning of 
tourism in Rajhastan is a state subject. It is not left 
to private enterprises is search of profit, it is a 
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government responsibility. 
Why should the government plan or promete tourism'' It is 
for the economic advantages of tourism that planning is 
required in thi^ field. The two economic arguements in 
favour of planning tourism are: 
i) The contribution in terms of foreign exchange. 
11) Multiple employment potential of the tourism 
industry. 
In planning tourism in Rajasthan the Government has two 
d1fferent tas^ s :-
I) r-fiysical planning in new areas with potential but 
with litllB oi no ei.ifating tourist activity. 
II) Reshaping of areas where tourism is already there. 
The department of tourism, Govt, of Rajasthan is con-
cerned about domestic as well as international tourism 
in its planning effort. Domestic tourism invites special 
attention to the following : 
i) To substantially improved b expand facilities for 
domestic tourists. 
11) To augment tourist facilities for lower middle class 
t the poorer sections of society I' erase the impression 
that has widely established itself abroad that India is 
an unsafe country for foreigners. 
Ill) To evolve a co-ordinated strategy for removing 
from the main centres the nuisance of touts ?/ beggers 
iv) To ta^e effective measuf^e for speady settlements of 
complaints of the tourists. 
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V) To ensure that all infrastructural development 
schemes are implemented expeditiously. 
VI) To Qive incentive to the hotel ?/ other tourism 
related industrit^s. 
vii) To expand Oy/erseas promotional ?' publicity activi-
ties. 
viii) To re-orient its martetincj strategy so as to mal-e 
Rajasthan a destination of attraction not only for 
promotincj cultural tourism but also for promoting 
holiday •!' leisure activities comprising tract ing in the 
At^avallies, one of world s oldest mountains, camel 
saTari in the Ihar deset^t, one of the youngest geologi-
cal and lands in the world and wild life etc. 
Similarly the private enterprises may also be encouraged 
to involve them for provision of facilities for leisure 
and holiday tourism in setting up amusement pai^ ks or 
huts etc. lile the huts at Ramgarh laie in Jaipur. While 
such ventures mav initially bring adequate returns which 
n\a\'e private enterprises shy away, givien adequate 
incentives and rebates ,it should be possible to mate 
private enterprises invest in such ventures. 
The Government of Rajasthan is also thinting of tating 
advantage of training programes offered by Hotel Manage-
ment and Catering Institute , Indian Institute of Tour-
ism and travel Management and National Council for Hotel 
Management in order to have trained manpower to provide 
qualitative service to the tourists. In Jaipur we al--
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ready have Food Craft Institute and one more is lilely 
to be established at Udaipur. 
Government of Rajasthan is considering the following 
measLtrejs for pr'omoting domebtic tourism in Kajastlian : 
1)Construction of Yatri Niwas for budget tourists :-
The accomodation will consist of some doubble bedded 
rooms and dormitories and Tarrif at these places will 
vary from Rs.l5/- pur bed to Rb.60/~ or so fur a double 
room. 
11 > Constuct ion of^  Yatr i ^  as/ Dharamshalas/husaphi r 
(• hanas : The department plans the construction at places 
ui leieyiuLiia impurtar^ue tor the use of pilgrims. 
Ill) Construct ion of Economy class hotels : 
The department proposes the constructlonn of economy 
class hotels at tourist centres jointly by centre and 
state Governments, 
iv) Package Tours : 
The Rajasthan tourism Department Corporatlonpropose sto 
undertale preparation and marteting of package tours from 
Rajasthan to other parts of the country. 
V)Way Side Amenitles :~ 
The department prepares to implement schemes for crea-
tion of way side Aminities 
VI)Publicity/Promptlonal Literature : 
The department proposes to produce adequate quantity of 
publicity/promotional literature in respect of tourist 
centres popular with domestic tour ists, sui tab le directo--
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nes listing accomodation of various categories avail-
able at such centres may also be brought out. 
^11) Pub 1 1 city Qa mp a i qns^ : 
To un(dt.M"Lale puhJicity (.anipaigns tu mate our cDuntrymt.>n 
aware of the aidvantages that occure to the society from 
internal tourism and motivate people to visit places 
which are well outside their normal areas of activity. 
Ihii Govt. u (• K'aiaathan is considering the follawing 
measures for pt-^ omoting international tourism in Rajas-
than. 
i) Preparation of overall tourist resources in the 
tl t C't t ti . 
11) Measures to ensure complete safety for foreign 
tourists . 
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